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Abstract
Functional connectome of the human brain explores the temporal associations of different brain
regions. Functional connectivity (FC) measures derived from resting state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (rfMRI) characterize the brain network at rest and studies have shown that
rfMRI FC is closely related to individual subject’s biological and behavioral measures. In this
thesis we investigate a large rfMRI dataset from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) and utilize
statistical methods to facilitate the understanding of fundamental FC–behavior associations of the
human brain. Our studies include reliability analysis of FC statistics, demonstration of FC spatial
patterns, and predictive analysis of individual biological and behavioral measures using FC
features. Covering both static and dynamic FC (sFC and dFC) characterizations, the baseline FC
patterns in healthy young adults are illustrated. Predictive analyses demonstrate that individual
biological and behavioral measures, such as gender, age, fluid intelligence and language scores,
can be predicted using FC. While dFC by itself performs worse than sFC in prediction accuracy,
if appropriate parameters and models are utilized, adding dFC features to sFC can significantly
increase the predictive power. Results of this thesis contribute to the understanding of the neural
underpinnings of individual biological and behavioral differences in the human brain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Resting state fMRI and human brain connectome
The human brain is a complex network of interconnected brain regions. A connectome is a
comprehensive map of neural connections in the brain which provides the “wiring diagram” of all
neural connections (Sporns et al. 2005). The connectome facilitates understanding of the way in
which the brain is structurally and functionally connected and how these connections produce
cognition and behavior.

An adult human brain is estimated to contain around 100 billion neurons (Azevedo et al. 2009)
and brain networks consisting of these neurons can be defined at different levels of scale or spatial
resolution (Sporns 2010). The scales are roughly categorized into microscale, mesoscale, and
macroscale. Connectome at the microscale (micrometer) represents a complete map of the neural
system, neuron-by-neuron. Mesoscale corresponds to local circuits that associate with hundreds or
thousands of individual neurons. The macroscale (millimeter) connectome tends to look at brain
systems that can be parcellated into anatomically or functionally distinct modules. Most studies
investigate brain networks at the macroscale (Bullmore and Sporns 2009; Sporns 2010) for which
the primary challenge is determining an effective anatomical or functional parcellation of the
neural substrates into network nodes.

At the macro-level, connectome studies aim to achieve a macroscale description of the structural
and functional connectivity between cortical and subcortical structures. By utilizing diffusion
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tensor imaging (DTI), structural connectivity analyses provide delineation of white matter fiber
tracts within the brain. DTI measures the directionality of water diffusion. Diffusion anisotropy
measures such as fractional anisotropy (FA) assess the integrity of white matter tracts. Unlike
structural connectivity which looks for physical connections, functional connectivity (FC) refers
to the functionally integrated association between spatially distinct brain regions. Functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) through blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal,
indirectly measures neural activation when the subject is performing a task or at a rest condition.
With fMRI it is possible to measure different FC patterns of the human brain.

Two views of brain function exist (Raichle 2009). While the first considers that the brain is
primarily reflective, driven by momentary demands, the second states that brain’s operations are
mainly intrinsic. The former motivates designed experiments to measure brain responses to various
stimuli whereas the latter seeks to determine the behavioral relevance of intrinsic activity.

From the energy cost perspective, the human brain accounts for roughly 20% of the energy
consumption in the human body (Clarke and Sokoloff 1999). Moreover, relative to ‘basal’ energy
consumption, less than 5% additional energy is utilized with evoked changes in brain activity
(Raichle and Mintun 2006). This therefore indicates that the brain exhibits a constant degree of
high activity even without an explicit task. Most of the brain energy consumption is devoted to
intrinsic activity, as such, exploring functionally intrinsic activity is of great importance in
understanding brain metabolism and its behavioral relevance.
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Although Biswal’s initial work in resting-state fMRI (rfMRI, Biswal et al. 1995) did not garner
much attention, resting state FC analyses are now highly recognized (Biswal 2012; Buckner et al.
2013) and a number of resting state networks have been consistently reported (Biswal 2011; Cole
et al. 2010; Rosazza and Minati 2011). Of these networks, the ‘task-negative’ default mode
network (DMN) is found to decrease its activity across a wide range of tasks (Raichle et al. 2001;
Shulman et al. 1997).

Human beings think and behave differently from one another. This fact is rooted in individual
differences in brain anatomy and connectivity (Mueller et al. 2013). Identification of FC-behavior
correlations can help further our understanding of both brain function and individual variability.
In addition to task-based connectivity analyses (Michael et al. 2009, 2011, 2010; Sakoğlu et al.
2010), resting state FC studies not only demonstrate a clear network map within the healthy human
brain but also set benchmarks to facilitate research of neuropsychiatric disorders. Abnormal
connectivity patterns of large scale brain networks serve as potential biomarkers of
neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia, and Alzheimer’s
disease (Li et al. 2013; Muller et al. 2011; Venkataraman et al. 2012; Woodward and Cascio 2015).
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1.2 Objectives
For this thesis, the dataset to be explored is a large resting state fMRI (rfMRI) cohort from the
Human Connectome Project (HCP). We aim to investigate the FC metrics, derived from rfMRI
data, associating functional connectome to individual biological and behavioral characteristics.
Four specific objectives are:

Objective 1: To investigate gender and age effects of FC
Given that numerous biological/behavioral variables in the HCP are provided, one focus of rfMRI
FC analyses is to find associations between FC and these covariates. For categorical variables such
as gender, group comparisons or linear regression analyses could be applied on FC or graph
properties in brain networks. For continuous variables such as age, correlation or linear regression
analyses are appropriate. For Objective 1, we aim to investigate gender and age effects of rfMRIderived metrics such as FC and graph measures, identifying the direction, strength, and location
of significant effects. It should be noted that because the associations between imaging and
behavioral measures are rather complex, it is important to check the robustness of associations
while accounting for confounding variables. The findings will illustrate the necessity to include
gender and age as covariates in future fMRI studies and will provide evidences that brain networks
demonstrate gender differences.

Objective 2: To implement gender prediction based on FC
While correlation or linear regression analysis provides information between an fMRI-derived
statistic and individual features for the same set of subjects, it relies on in-sample inference and
does not directly ensure generalizability. Combined with machine learning models and cross-
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validation, the large number of subjects in the HCP dataset enable derivation of a learned pattern
from FC that is predictive of a subject measure. The second project implements gender prediction
using rfMRI FC. The predictive power of rfMRI FC features will be carefully assessed and will
demonstrate stronger evidence of gender-FC association. In the predictive modeling, the high
dimensionality and multicollinearity of FC features pose a challenge and caution will be taken
while selecting prediction algorithms. This study will provide further support for the existence of
gender differences in brain connectivity and will demonstrate the predictability of individual
subject’s biological feature using FC.

Objective 3: To explore the reliability of dynamic FC
Apart from static FC (sFC) analyses which assume that the connectome is time-invariant during
the scanning period, studies exploring the temporal dynamics of FC and brain networks have
attracted much attention. Investigations of dynamic FC (dFC) are appropriate especially for longer
durations of fMRI scans and offer an alternative approach to analyze rfMRI data. Various dFC
models and statistics have previously been investigated. However, the reliability of dFC statistics
are much less understood and thus requires greater attention. In the third project, we plan to
characterize the short-term test-retest reliability of dFC statistics and will compare it with the testretest reliability of sFC statistics and demonstrate their spatial patterns. Moreover, the variations
of reliability of dFC statistics for different parameters in deriving the dFC statistics will also be
explored. This project facilitates derivation of a more appropriate dFC statistic and subsequent
investigation of associating biological/behavioral measures to dFC statistics.
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Objective 4: To implement prediction of biological/behavioral measures by sFC and dFC
Considering the assumption that dFC may provide additional information to sFC, we propose a
fourth project to compare the performance of predicting biological/behavioral measures using FC
features between sFC, dFC and sFC and dFC combined. Target variables in predictive modeling
include age, fluid intelligence, and language scores. In this project we will also explore the effects
of dFC statistics, parameters in deriving dFC statistics, machine learning models, and other settings.
Feature importance in predicting subject measures will also be explored. Results of this study will
demonstrate the utility of FC statistics in predicting individual subject measures and will also help
better understand the association between sFC and dFC.
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1.3 Contribution to Imaging Science
A simple imaging system can be divided into three main elements: image capture, image
processing and image display (Schott 2007). Beyond the image display, post-processing is usually
implemented to extract useful information from the images. For different application fields, images
can be acquired from different sources and imaging modalities. A typical imaging chain is
presented in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1. 1 Flow chart of a typical imaging chain
For the work presented in this thesis, human brain images are investigated. The image source is
the brain of human subjects and the imaging modality is rfMRI. rfMRI is a non-conventional
imaging approach in which photons are not involved in the imaging chain. The primary objective
of non-photonic imaging modalities, such as ultra-sound imaging, MRI, positron emission
tomography and etc., is to capture the physical structure of a fixed scene or the function of a
changing scene. In this thesis, the rfMRI data were collected from healthy human subjects to
capture the change in brain activation patterns. Statistical and machine learning analyses were
implemented in the image post-processing step to extract useful information to connect human
brain activations to biological and behavioral characteristics. These experiments are helpful to
better understand the association between brain imaging measures and individual subject measures.

1.4 Thesis organization
This thesis is organized into seven chapters:
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Chapter 1 introduces the core concept of human brain connectome and rfMRI which investigates
the functional brain networks at the macroscale level when subjects are at rest. Four specific
objectives, which correspond to four projects, are illustrated, covering regression analysis,
reliability analysis and predictive modeling associating both sFC and dFC with subjects’
biological/behavioral characteristics.

Chapter 2 presents important background information including the mechanism of fMRI to record
brain activation, the definition of resting state fMRI, resting state fMRI data preprocessing, FC of
rfMRI, the Human Connectome Project rfMRI dataset, and the statistical analyses of FC. The
Statistical Analyses section will briefly introduce the statistical models and tools while more
details will be provided in later chapters.

Chapter 3 corresponds to the study which explores the gender and age effects of sFC measures
and graph properties. Regression and graph theoretical analyses are used to explore gender and
age effects on sFC itself and on the brain networks, for the subjects in the early stage of adulthood.
Both gender and age-related differences on sFC and on graph theoretical properties are found,
facilitating better understanding for the sFC characterization in young healthy populations.
Content of this chapter has been published as a journal paper Zhang et al. (2016):

Zhang C, Cahill ND, Arbabshirani MR, White T, Baum SA, Michael A. 2016. Sex and Age
Effects of Functional Connectivity in Early Adulthood. Brain Connect 6:700–713;
doi:10.1089/brain.2016.0429.
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Chapter 4 corresponds to the study which implements gender prediction using sFC. In this study,
experiments are implemented to check if gender can be accurately predicted using sFC. Prediction
performances of individual runs and multiple runs are compared. Three different methods to
construct sFC from multiple runs are included. Statistical significance of gender prediction and
distribution of feature importance in gender prediction are illustrated. Robustness of the gender
prediction is checked considering several potential covariates. Content of this chapter has been
published in our journal paper Zhang et al. (2018):
Zhang C, Dougherty CC, Baum SA, White T, Michael AM. 2018. Functional connectivity
predicts gender: Evidence for gender differences in resting brain connectivity. Hum Brain
Mapp 1–12; doi:10.1002/hbm.23950.

Chapter 5 corresponds to the study that explores the test-retest reliability of sliding window
derived dFC statistics. In this study the test-retest reliability of dFC statistics is evaluated using
intra-class correlation (ICC). ICC measurements across two brain atlases, three dFC statistics, and
19 sliding window sizes are illustrated. For sFC, sFC ICC, dFC, and dFC ICC, their spatial patterns
and associations between them are demonstrated. This work facilitates better understanding of dFC
statistics and thereby help better characterize the neurobiological relevance of dFC. A draft for a
journal paper illustrating the results of this study has been submitted and is under review.

Chapter 6 corresponds to the study which implements prediction of individual biological and
behavioral measures by sFC and dFC. Dimensions of model variations include predictors (sFC,
dFC, sFC+dFC), machine learning models (Ridge regression, partial least squares regression,
9

random forest regression), brain atlases, dFC sliding window size and dFC statistics. The target
variables to be predicted include subject age, fluid intelligence and two different language scores.
This study helps better understand associations between sFC, dFC statistics and subject measures.
Preparation of a journal paper draft is in process.

Chapter 7 summaries work across all of our studies and proposes potential future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
2.1.1 BOLD fMRI
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a functional neuroimaging technique that is able
to measure brain activity by detecting changes associated with blood flow (Huettel et al. 2004).
fMRI balances the need for adequate spatial resolution (~millimeter) and temporal resolution
(~second). Unlike structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) for which the output is a static
3D image, fMRI records the temporal activation pattern of each voxel, a 3-dimensioanl volume
element, and thus generates a time series of 3D images.

The primary signal of fMRI relies on the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast (Raichle
1998). Energy supply to neurons comes from blood cells, which contain molecules of hemoglobin
which are bound to oxygen. As depicted in the diagram below, when neurons are activated, there
is an increased demand for oxygen and as a result blood flow increases to local regions of neural
firing. Because more oxygen is supplied than consumed, the local blood oxygenation increases
following neural activation. Hemoglobin is resistant to magnetization (diamagnetic) when
oxygenated and is more magnetic (paramagnetic) when deoxygenated (Pauling and Coryell 1936).
Therefore, there is a difference in magnetic susceptibility of blood and this difference is detected
by the MRI scanner. Because deoxygenated hemoglobin suppresses the BOLD signal, fMRI signal
increases as the concentration of oxyhemoglobin increases and this indirectly reflects neural
activation (Huettel et al. 2004; Ogawa et al. 1990).
11

Figure 2. 1 Illustration of the BOLD mechanism
(https://www.ndcn.ox.ac.uk/divisions/fmrib/what-ifMRI/introduction-to-fmri)

2.1.2 Resting state fMRI (rfMRI)
fMRI experiments can be categorized into task-based fMRI (tfMRI) and resting state fMRI
(rfMRI). tfMRI is used to detect changes in BOLD signal in response to certain stimuli or task and
therefore requires a careful experimental design. Because task-based studies usually involve a wide
array of visual, auditory, motor and cognitive functions, they are limited by the confounding effects
of participants’ performance on the task (Fox and Greicius 2010; Hacker et al. 2012). Previously,
we have explored the tfMRI and investigated its association with schizophrenia (Michael et al.
2009, 2011, 2010). On the contrary to tfMRI, rfMRI is implemented when the subject is not
performing an explicit task. In rfMRI acquisition the participant is asked to lie still with eyes open
or closed, to relax and rest without thinking of anything in particular. This strategy provides a path
to discover brain function free of task-related constraints (Biswal et al. 1995; Zhang and Raichle
2010).

2.1.3 Preprocessing
fMRI preprocessing is of critical importance and usually includes the following sequence of steps:
12

a.

Realignment: realign each 3D brain volume to a reference image, reducing the effect of
head motion over the duration of acquisition;

b. Slice timing correction: accounts for miss-aligned time points during acquisition as fMRI
scan is performed with successive measuring 2D slices;
c. Coregistration and spatial normalization: overlay structural and functional images and then
transform the images to a standard space;
d. Spatial and temporal filtering: spatial filtering increases signal-to-noise ratio and
ameliorates the effects of functional misalignments across subjects while temporal filtering
removes physiological noise and low frequency shift;
e. Nuisance regression: reduce the effect of noise from various sources by linear regression
of confound time series out of the data or by data-driven structured noise removal using
independent component analysis.

2.1.4 rfMRI functional connectivity (FC) analysis
Here, three popular approaches for rfMRI FC analysis are briefly introduced: seed-based analysis,
independent component analysis (ICA), and graph theoretical analysis. Although the ‘gold
standard’ for functional connectome is a complete wiring diagram at the neuronal level (Kandel et
al. 2013; Zador et al. 2012), most rfMRI studies currently focus on the macroscale with a tradeoff between spatial and temporal resolutions. Moreover, by selecting region of interest (ROI) from
prior knowledge or by data-driven methods, studies would further reduce the analyzing dimension
from the number of voxels to the number of ROIs or networks.
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Seed-based analysis entails selection of ROIs and correlating the average BOLD time series of
voxels within one ROI with average BOLD time series from other ROIs (Fox et al. 2006; Raichle
et al. 2001; Vincent et al. 2008). An ROI could be either a brain region from a predefined template
or a fixed-size sphere centered around the brain coordinates of interest in the standard space. FCs
across all pairs of ROIs constitute the full FC map.

ICA is an alternative technique which separates the data into components among which the
statistical independence is maximized (Beckmann et al. 2005; Damoiseaux et al. 2006). For rfMRI
data, it can be used to derive a set of spatially distinct resting state networks and corresponding
time series for each component/network. Compared to seed-based analysis, ICA does not require
prior knowledge of brain parcellations or ROI locations but does enforce the user to identify the
number of components. In ICA analyses, correlations between components’ time series refer to
functional network connectivity (FNC). For a group of subjects, in order to derive matching ICA
components across individuals, a set of group components needs to be calculated using information
from all subjects (Calhoun et al. 2001; Calhoun and Adali 2012; Michael et al. 2014). This
becomes a constraint in predictive modeling in that the test sets should not be used in the training
step so that the seed-based method which derives the FC features individually is utilized in our
biological/behavioral measure prediction study.

Graph theoretical analysis models the whole brain as a network and derives topological properties
of both the entire network and each node within it (Behrens and Sporns 2012; Bullmore and Sporns
2009; Eguiluz et al. 2005). Utilizing the parcellation results from seed-based or data-driven
analyses, ROIs or ICA components represent nodes and FCs correspond to edges. Once the
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adjacency matrix is constructed, numerous local and global graph properties can be computed
(Rubinov and Sporns 2010).
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2.2 Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset
The HCP is an NIH initiative aimed at mapping the anatomical and functional connectivity of the
healthy human brain. HCP’s efforts were split between two consortia of research institutions: one
led by Washington University in Saint Louis and University of Minnesota with strong
contributions from Oxford University (WU-Minn-Oxford), and the other led by Harvard
University, Massachusetts General Hospital, and the University of California Los Angeles
(MGH/Harvard-UCLA)

(https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/40-million-awarded-

trace-human-brains-connections). While the MGH/Harvard-UCLA consortium focused on
optimizing MRI technology for imaging structural connections using diffusion MRI, the WUMinn-Oxford consortium aimed to collect a large cohort of MRI data for multiple modalities
(including rfMRI, tfMRI, MEG, EEG, and diffusion MRI modalities) and behavioral data on 1200
healthy adults. The goal of the HCP is to help researchers obtain a clearer picture of how brain
networks are organized and how the brain functions, as well as producing data that will facilitate
research into brain disorders (Glasser et al. 2016a, 2013; Smith et al. 2013a).

As of January 2018, the HCP contained data from 1,206 subjects. Of these 1,206 subjects, 1,002
subjects underwent a total of four rfMRI runs of approximately 15 minutes each, two in the first
session (Day 1) and two in the second session (Day 2). rfMRI data were acquired using a gradientecho EPI sequence with the imaging parameters shown in Table 2.1. rfMRI preprocessing was
implemented by the HCP team including a FIX ICA-denoising step to remove non-neural
spatiotemporal components (Glasser et al. 2013; Griffanti et al. 2014; Salimi-Khorshidi et al. 2014).
Twenty four head motion parameters (Satterthwaite et al. 2013) were also regressed out from the
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rfMRI time series. More details of the scanning parameters and preprocessing steps are available
in the HCP S1200 release manual (https://db.humanconnectome.org/).
Table 2. 1 HCP rfMRI imaging parameters

We downloaded the preprocessed rfMRI data and then parcellated the whole brain according to
fourteen predefined templates/atlases. Five atlases are based on structural MRI data and they are:
(1) Harvard-Oxford (http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/Harvard-Oxford_Atlas), (2) Automated
Anatomical

Labeling

(AAL,

Tzourio-Mazoyer

(http://www.fmriconsulting.com/brodmann/),

(4)

et
AAL

al.

2002),
new

and

(3)

Brodmann
(5)

AAL2

(http://www.gin.cnrs.fr/AAL2). The other nine atlases are based on functional data and they are:
(1) DOS160 (Dosenbach et al. 2010), (2) Power264 (Power et al. 2011), (3) CC400, (4) CC200
(Craddock et al. 2012), (5) AICHA (Joliot et al. 2015), (6) Stanford90 (Shirer et al. 2012), and (7)
Shen50, (8) Shen100, (9) Shen150 (Shen et al. 2013).
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2.3 Statistical analyses of FC
This section will briefly discuss about the statistical methods utilized in our work to analyze rfMRI
FC. The process of extracting FC features for individual subjects and of analyses across all subjects
is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Further details of analytic approaches will be included in Chapters 3-6
under each individual project.
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Figure 2. 2 Illustration of (A) extracting FC features for individual subjects and of (B) analyses
across all subjects.

In Figure 2.2, for an individual subject, a square FC matrix (𝑛rst − 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑛rst ) is derived by
calculating the Pearson correlation across time series of all ROIs (TC matrix, 𝑛vwxyz{w|v − 𝑏𝑦 −
19

𝑛rst ). Given that the FC matrix is symmetric, the FC feature vector for the single subject is derived
by vectorizing half the FC matrix (excluding the entries on the diagonal line). The number of FC
features 𝑛}y~v•€y = 𝑛rst ∗ (𝑛rst − 1)/2 . After concatenating FC features across all subjects
together, an FC matrix of 𝑛‚•ƒ„y…v − 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑛}y~v•€y is derived. In predictive modeling, this FC
matrix can be directly used as the predictors X to predict the target variable Y which could be one
behavioral measure. In the regression analysis, each FC measure (𝑛‚•ƒ„y…v − 𝑏𝑦 − 1) is expressed
as a product of the design matrix (𝑛‚•ƒ„y…v − 𝑏𝑦 − 𝑛…{†~€w~vy ) and the regression coefficient vector
(𝑛…{†~€w~vy − 𝑏𝑦 − 1) plus the error vector. This regression analysis needs to be repeated for all
FC features (𝑛}y~v•€y = 𝑛rst ∗ (𝑛rst − 1)/2) so that the correction for multiple comparison is
necessary.

2.3.1 Group comparison of FC
For rfMRI FC analyses, a common experiment is to implement a group comparison of FC measures,
to test if there is difference in population means between two groups. One exemplar scenario is to
check if one FC measure is different between a healthy population and a population with a certain
type of mental disorder. This approach can also be used to compare groups separated by a
biological or behavioral variable, such as males versus females as implemented in Chapter 3. The
statistic for which we compare between two groups can range from a simple FC metric calculated
as Pearson correlation coefficient to metrics derived in subsequent analyses such as global or local
graph properties for each subject.

Two sample t-test (Snedecor and Cochran 1989) is used to implement group comparison. The null
hypothesis is that the two group means are equal to each other. If enough evidence (a large t
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statistic derived using two sample t-test) is observed, the null hypothesis can be rejected and the
alternative hypothesis saying that there is group difference is accepted. The derivation of the t
statistic takes into account the sample means and variances of the two groups as well as the number
of observations. Based on the number of observations and the level of statistical significance (p
value, which indicates a probability that the null distribution of the t statistic is at least as extreme
as the observed t statistic), a threshold for t value is determined and the hypothesis testing is
conducted by comparing the observed t statistic with the threshold.

2.3.2 Linear regression analysis of FC
Linear regression analysis of FC expresses an FC measure (the dependent variable) as a linear
combination of one or more explanatory variables (covariates or independent variables). This
analysis models the relationship between the FC measure and each explanatory variable and can
also be understood as prediction of FC when all the independent variables serve as predictors. In
FC studies implementing linear regression, the biological, behavioral or any other subject
measures that are thought to be associated with FC can be included in the model. The type of
explanatory variables could be either categorical or continuous. We will explore gender and age
effects on FC in Chapter 3 where the three covariates are gender, age, and the gender-age
interaction term.

The residual is an important concept in linear regression and it characterizes the difference between
the observed value of the dependent variable and the predicted value obtained using the predictors.
Assumptions of linear regression have several requirements for the residuals and they are: the
mean of residuals is zero, residuals are of equal variance, no autocorrelation of residuals, and
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normality of residuals. Other important assumptions of linear regression modeling are: predictors
should not exhibit perfect multicollinearity and the number of observations is greater than number
of independent variables. By following the assumptions of linear regression a stable and useful
model can be achieved. We will discuss these assumptions in Chapter 4 and 6 where we use FC
features to predict biological and behavioral measures.

The goodness-of-fit in linear regression analyses of FC can be evaluated by several metrics. Rsquared, also known as the coefficient of determination, quantifies the proportion of variance in
the FC measure that has been explained by the current set of covariates. For the F-test of overall
significance in regression analysis, a significant result indicates that at least one of the regression
coefficients for covariates is statistically significant. A performance metric like root mean squared
error (RMSE) or mean absolute error (MAE) provides an absolute measure of the difference
between the observed and predicted values. The relationship between the FC value and each
independent variable is assessed using the statistical significance (p-value) of an individual
regression coefficient to determine whether the association is statistically significant or not.
However, given the large number of FCs across the whole brain, the problem of multiple
comparison needs to be addressed (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Cabin and Mitchell 2000).
Handling of this issue will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.3 Test-retest reliability
Test-retest reliability, also known as repeatability, is the closeness of the agreement between the
results of successive measurements of the same measurand carried out under the same conditions
of measurement (Group 2008). In order to characterize the test-retest reliability, data are collected
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more than once by a single instrument on the same measure under the same conditions. Given that
the fMRI signal is of low signal-to-noise ratio and that the spontaneous rfMRI activation is
unconstrained (no explicit tasks), it is especially critical to examine the test-retest reliability of the
FC statistics derived from rfMRI data. Test-retest reliability is the most fundamental reliability
check to ensure that individual differences measured with fMRI are not merely attributable to
unaccounted-for noise in the measurements (Dubois and Adolphs 2016). However, due to the high
cost of fMRI scans and the variation of rfMRI acquisition across instruments, research centers and
data collection schemes, an rfMRI dataset that is suitable for test-retest reliability is rarely available.
In the HCP dataset the test-retest experiment can be implemented as it provides four runs of rfMRI
data for more than a thousand subjects. For each FC statistic, the measurements across subjects for
four runs are available and then the intra-class correlation can be derived to quantify the extent of
repeatability. Test-retest reliability of dynamic functional connectivity in rfMRI data, which has
rarely been investigated, will be implemented in Chapter 5 where details of the statistical model
will be illustrated.

2.3.4 Predictive modeling using FC features
We will use predictive modeling to check if an rfMRI derived statistic is related to a biological or
behavioral measure such as gender, age, fluid intelligence and other cognitive scores. While
correlation and regression analyses mentioned in Section 2.3.2 rely on in-sample population
inference, they do not directly ensure the generalizability of the established relationship to out-ofsample individual subjects (Lo et al. 2015; Whelan and Garavan 2014). Therefore, predictive
modeling is essential to ensure generalizability and to interpret rfMRI derived FC statistics at the
individual level (Gabrieli et al. 2015; Linden 2012). A predictive machine learning framework
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needs to be implemented in which the proper use of training, validation, and test datasets is critical.
The training step is completely blind to the test dataset so that the performance metric on the test
dataset is an unbiased estimate for the generalizability of the model. Using training and validation
datasets, the hyper-parameters which control the complexity of the model and other model
parameters are derived during learning. In addition, cross validation is applied as a model
validation technique to assess the variance of the machine learning model across independent
datasets (Kohavi 1995). Choosing a cross validation scheme considers enlarging size of the
training set for the learned model to be less biased as well as maintaining the variability of model
performance across different datasets.

In a typical predictive framework of FC, FC statistics across the brain are used as predictors or
features to predict a biological or behavioral measure. Given that FC statistics are generally derived
to quantify associations across hundreds of inter-connected brain regions, two obvious
characteristics of FC features across the brain are multicollinearity and high-dimensionality.
Multicollinearity refers to the situation in which the independent variables or features in a multiple
regression model are highly linearly associated. While a linear regression model with collinear
predictors can indicate how well the entire bundle of predictors predicts the target variable, it may
not generate valid results about any individual predictor. In this case, the model is not stable and
the estimate of individual coefficients for predictors is not accurate or is hard to interpret. For the
issue of high dimensionality, the model requires much more samples than what is available, or it
can easily lead to overfitting of the model. In order to handle the high-dimensionality and
multicollinearity of the rfMRI FC data, three types of machine learning models are proposed and
tested in our studies. First, feature transformation/dimensionality reduction methods such as
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principal component analysis or partial least squares regression reduce the full set of original FC
features to a much small number of hidden components across which the correlations between
newly derived features are also diminished. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, partial least squares regression
is used to implement supervised regression analysis. The other two types of machine learning
models, shrinkage methods and tree ensemble methods, are also implemented in Chapter 6 where
both static and dynamic FC features are used to predict individual age, fluid intelligence and
language scores. In regression analysis, by adding a regularization term in the cost function, the
shrinkage method effectively shrinks the individual regression coefficients and handles the issue
of overfitting. Compared to the L1-norm scheme (Lasso regression, Tibshirani 1996) that makes
the resulting coefficients sparse, the L2-norm shrinkage method (Ridge regression, Hoerl and
Kennard 1981) which shrinks all the regression coefficients but not to zero is used in our study
because in this way it is easier to interpret the feature importance across the brain. Tree ensemble
models, such as random forest (Ho 1995) and gradient boosting (Friedman 2001) decision trees,
are another viable solution to high dimensional data by constructing a large number of decision
trees and aggregating predictions of all the trees to arrive at the final prediction. Random subsets
of samples and sample features in a decision tree or in a split node increase the diversity of the
trees so that the final aggregation of results from all trees make the overall model relatively robust.
While recently developed variants of gradient boosting decision tree models, like Xgboost (Chen
and Guestrin 2016) and LightGBM (Ke et al. 2017), have become favorable for supervised
machine learning frameworks in many recent competitions, a larger number of hyper-parameters
need to be finely tuned for these approaches. For our study in Chapter 6, random forest regression
is applied as it requires much less tuning. Details of the predictive modeling using FC features will
be illustrated in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Chapter 3
Gender and age effects of FC
Content of this chapter has been published in our study Zhang et al. (2016). Here in this chapter,
the terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ are used interchangeably.

FC in rfMRI is widely used to find co-activating regions in the human brain. Despite its widespread
use, the effects of sex and age on resting FC are not well characterized, especially during early
adulthood. Here we apply regression and graph theoretical analyses to explore the effects of sex
and age on FC between the 116 AAL atlas parcellations (a total of 6,670 FC measures). rfMRI
data of 494 healthy subjects (203 males and 291 females; age range: 22-36 years) from the Human
Connectome Project were analyzed. We report the following findings: (1) males exhibited greater
FC than females in 1,352 FC measures (1,025 survived Bonferroni correction; 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6). In
641 FC measures females exhibited greater FC than males but none survived Bonferroni correction.
Significant FC differences were mainly present in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. Although
the average FC values for males and females were significantly different, FC values of males and
females exhibited large overlap. (2) Age effects were present only in 29 FC measures and all
significant age effects showed higher FC in younger subjects. Age and sex differences of FC
remained significant after controlling for cognitive measures. (3) Although sex×age interaction
did not survive multiple comparison correction, FC in females exhibited a faster cross-sectional
decline with age. (4) Male brains were more locally clustered in all lobes but the cerebellum,
female brains had a higher clustering coefficient at the whole brain level. Our results indicate that
although both male and female brains show small-world network characteristics, male brains were
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more segregated and female brains were more integrated. Findings of this study further our
understanding of FC in early adulthood and provide evidence to support that age and sex should
be controlled for in FC studies of young adults.
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3.1 Motivation
Intrinsic FC can be used as a tool for human connectomics (Van Dijk et al. 2010), and variability
of resting state networks may be useful for characterizing both normal and abnormal brain function.
Differences in resting state FC compared to healthy controls have been found in autism (Muller et
al. 2011), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Uddin et al. 2008), Alzheimer’s disease (Li et
al. 2013), unipolar depression (Anand et al. 2009), epilepsy (Wurina et al. 2012), and
schizophrenia (Jafri et al. 2008; Venkataraman et al. 2012). Although consistent FC group
differences have been found between patients with neurodevelopmental/neuropsychiatric
disorders and matched controls, classification of patients based on FC measures has proven to be
a difficult task (Arbabshirani et al. 2013). This difficulty emphasized the need for better
characterization of FC in healthy populations before extending FC research to atypical populations.
Here we characterize the effects of sex and age on FC in healthy young adults.

Sex plays an important role in FC, but conclusions regarding sex effects are not well established.
Males and females have been shown to differ in various connectivity analyses. Bluhm et al. (2008)
examined the DMN and detected stronger FC for females within the posterior cingulate
cortex/precuneus and the bilateral medial prefrontal cortex, whereas no brain region exhibited
greater FC for males. Another study using ICA by Allen et al. (2011) performed a statistical
comparison between sexes on frequency composition, spatial map, and functional network
connectivity measures. Although sex effects were not found to be as extensive as aging effects,
specific ICA components (in auditory, sensorimotor, and attentional networks) did show
significant sex differences. Tian et al. (2011) applied graph theoretical analysis on 90 Automatic
Anatomical Labeling (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) atlas regions and reported that compared to
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females, males had higher clustering coefficients in the right hemispheric networks but lower
clustering coefficients in the left hemispheric networks. Sex related differences in the
developmental trajectories of functional homotopy (Zuo et al. 2010) and lateralization (Liu et al.
2009) have also been examined. Despite these findings, sex effects on rfMRI FC remain
inconclusive and in some cases contradictory: while Biswal et al. (2010) found consistent sex
variations of FC using three distinct methods (seed-based, fractional Amplitude of Low Frequency
Fluctuations, and ICA), Weissman-Fogel et al. (2010) found no significant differences between
sexes in FC and therefore reported no need to control for sex for rfMRI studies. Therefore, further
effort is required to derive a clear understanding of sex effects.

Similarly, the effects of age on FC are not well characterized. Previous studies have examined the
heterogeneous effects of age-related differences in FC at different developmental stages from the
fetus in utero (Thomason et al. 2015) to elderly populations (Bernard et al. 2013; Madden et al.
2010; Seidler et al. 2015). During fetal development, primitive forms of motor, visual, default
mode, thalamic, and temporal FC networks were observed. Increased long range cerebralcerebellar, cortical-subcortical, and intra-hemispheric FC were discovered during gestation at 24
to 38 weeks (Thomason et al. 2015). Disrupted FC in elderly populations has been reported in the
cortico-cerebellar network (Bernard et al. 2013), in the default mode network (Xiao et al. 2015),
and in the motor system network (Langan et al. 2010; Seidler et al. 2015). Further, multiple studies
have reported that FC in the DMN may be most susceptible to aging effects (Bluhm et al. 2008;
Campbell et al. 2013; Damoiseaux et al. 2008; Esposito et al. 2008). Aging effects on FC have
been studied using various methods such as ICA, seed-based analyses, region of interest (ROI)
based analyses, and graph analyses (Dennis and Thompson 2014). However, findings regarding
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age differences are not well established and many studies are based on small cohorts with less than
100 subjects. Additionally, age-related FC variability studies most often compare two distinct age
groups (Bernard et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2011) between adolescents and middle aged adults or elderly
populations (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2007; Evers et al. 2012; He et al. 2013; Shaw et al. 2015).
Therefore, it is not clear if previously reported age effects of FC emerge in early adulthood. To
our knowledge, no previous studies have examined full brain FC in early adulthood using highquality images on a large number of subjects and this study will attempt to address this knowledge
gap.

The primary goal of this paper is to examine rfMRI FC of the whole brain between ROIs as defined
by the AAL atlas using data from the HCP. We aim to test and identify sex and age effects on FC
by linear regression. In addition, local and global brain graph properties will be derived to explore
differences in brain organization between males and females.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Dataset
This study includes 494 healthy adults (203 males and 291 females, age: 22-36 years) from the
first rfMRI run (Session 1, phase encoding in a left-to-right direction) of HCP S500 release
(db.humanconnectome.org). Subject demographics and behavioral measures are presented in
Table 3.1, including two-sample t-test p-values between sexes for four demographics and seven
cognitive scores. The seven cognitive scores were selected based on the NIH cognition battery
toolbox (www.nihtoolbox.org).

Table 3. 1 Subject demographics and cognitive measures (N=494)

The FC analyzing steps are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3. 1 Steps of FC analyses. (A) Preprocessed rfMRI data were parcellated using the AAL
atlas into 116 brain regions. (B) Pearson correlation was calculated for each subject’s time series
to obtain a 116×116 FC matrix. (C) FC of all subjects were concatenated to derive a group FC
matrix. (D) Linear regression analysis was applied to the group FC matrix to identify sex and age
effects on FC. (E) Group comparisons between sexes were implemented for graph properties of
two categories: functional integration and segregation.

3.2.2 Linear regression analysis
To explore the brain networks at the macro-level, the AAL atlas was utilized to segment each
subject’s whole brain rfMRI into 116 regions (90 cortical/subcortical regions (45 for each
hemisphere) and 26 cerebellar/vermis regions). The AAL segmentation methodology has
previously been applied in various brain imaging studies (Park et al. 2013; Shirer et al. 2012; Xu
et al. 2015). The list of brain regions contained in the AAL atlas is provided in Table 3.2. Within
each AAL region, an average time series was calculated.
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Table 3. 2 AAL atlas regions
AAL1-2

Precentral gyrus (left and right)

AAL63-64

Supramarginal gyrus

AAL3-4

Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral

AAL65-66

Angular gyrus

AAL5-6

Superior frontal gyrus, orbital part

AAL67-68

Precuneus

AAL7-8

Middle frontal gyrus

AAL69-70

Paracentral lobule

AAL9-10

Middle frontal gyrus orbital part

AAL71-72

Caudate nucleus

AAL11-12

Inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part

AAL73-74

Lenticular nucleus, putamen

AAL13-14

Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part

AAL75-76

Lenticular nucleus, pallidum

AAL15-16

Inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part

AAL77-78

Thalamus

AAL17-18

Rolandic operculum

AAL79-80

Heschl gyrus

AAL19-20

Supplementary motor area

AAL81-82

Superior temporal gyrus

AAL21-22

Olfactory cortex

AAL83-84

Temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus

AAL23-24

Superior frontal gyrus, medial

AAL85-86

Middle temporal gyrus

AAL25-26

Superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital

AAL87-88

Temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus

AAL27-28

Gyrus rectus

AAL89-90

Inferior temporal gyrus

AAL29-30

Insula

AAL91-92

Cerebellum crus 1

AAL31-32

Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri

AAL93-94

Cerebellum crus 2

AAL33-34

Median cingulate and paracingulate gyri

AAL95-96

Hemispheric lobule 3

AAL35-36

Posterior cingulate gyrus

AAL97-98

Hemispheric lobule 4/5

AAL37-38

Hippocampus

AAL99-100

Hemispheric lobule 6

AAL39-40

Parahippocampal gyrus

AAL101-102

Hemispheric lobule 7B

AAL41-42

Amygdala

AAL103-104

Hemispheric lobule 8

AAL43-44

Calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex

AAL105-106

Hemispheric lobule 9

AAL45-46

Cuneus

AAL107-108

Hemispheric lobule 10

AAL47-48

Lingual gyrus

AAL109

Vermic lobule 1/2

AAL49-50

Superior occipital gyrus

AAL110

Vermic lobule 3

AAL51-52

Middle occipital gyrus

AAL111

Vermic lobule 4/5

AAL53-54

Inferior occipital gyrus

AAL112

Vermic lobule 6

AAL55-56

Fusiform gyrus

AAL113

Vermic lobule 7

AAL57-58

Postcentral gyrus

AAL114

Vermic lobule 8

AAL59-60

Superior parietal gyrus

AAL115

Vermic lobule 9

AAL61-62

Inferior parietal, but supramarg and angular gyri

AAL116

Vermic lobule 10

*From AAL1 to AAL108, odd/even number corresponds to left/right part.

From the time series matrix of size 1,200×116 (time points × AAL regions), FC matrices (116×116)
were derived for each subject by applying Pearson correlation across the whole duration of the
time series. For better interpretation, the 116 regions were re-ordered and grouped into 7 brain
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lobes according to the hierarchical clustering of AAL brain regions implemented by Salvador et
al. (2005).

The number of FC was reduced from 116×116=13,456 to 6,670 by removing duplicate FC present
in the symmetric FC matrix. All FC were then Fisher’s z-transformed, rearranged to FC row
vectors, and the FC row vectors were stacked across subjects. A 494×6,670 (subjects × FC) group
FC matrix across all subjects was constructed for subsequent regression analysis.

Regression analysis was applied to each column of the group FC matrix. The initial full model
included sex, age and sex×age interaction as covariates:
𝐹w = 𝛽w‡ + 𝛽w‚ 𝑠𝑒𝑥 + 𝛽w~ 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽ww|v 𝑠𝑒𝑥 × 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝜀w

(1)

where 𝐹w is the FC vector for a pair of AAL regions across subjects. 𝑖 = 1,2, … 6,670 corresponds
to all possible combinations of AAL regions. 𝛽w ’s are the regression coefficients and 𝜀w is the error
term.

The backward stepwise approach (Ronald Christensen 2001) was applied to select the best model
for each FC. We used this scheme since using one model (same set of covariates) for all 6,670 FC
is not appropriate due to the fact that not every FC measure may incorporate the effects of all the
potential covariates. In each round, the backward stepwise approach calculates a significance pvalue quantifying the effect of removing each covariate of the current model. It then removes the
covariate that had the most insignificant effect in each iteration until any further reduction would
exert significant difference in the F-statistic of the model compared to the model at a previous
iteration. This approach yields 5 possible models and they are: M1: no covariates, M2: sex only,
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M3: age only, M4: sex and age; M5: sex, age and sex×age. The p-values of regression coefficients
in each model were used to identify the significant effects on FC. In order to explore how the
behavioral measures would affect the sex and age effects on FC, in a separate analysis seven
cognitive measures listed in Table 3.1 were added to the regression models determined by the
backward stepwise model selection.

3.2.3 Graph Theoretical Analysis
Each 116×116 FC matrix was thresholded and converted to a binary adjacency matrix for graph
theoretic analyses. Graph measures are dependent on the total cost of the network, e.g. the network
clustering coefficient and global efficiency increase monotonically as edges are added to a graph.
Therefore, in order to ensure the most direct mathematical comparability of graph properties across
subjects, a proportion threshold (Bassett et al. 2012; Bullmore and Bassett 2011) based on graph
density was applied to each FC matrix, where density threshold ranged from 0.05 to 0.95 at 0.05
intervals. For example, when a density threshold of 0.1 is applied, for each subject the top 10% of
the FC are retained and the FC matrix is converted to a binary adjacency matrix. Different
thresholds were applied to compare group differences of graph properties at various graph densities.
This thresholding scheme was reported to be more stable compared to absolute (correlation-based)
thresholds. (Garrison et al. 2015)

Network measures in this study were derived using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and
Sporns 2010). Nodal clustering coefficient and nodal local efficiency were adopted to examine the
regional characteristics of the functional brain network. The clustering coefficient of a node is a
measure of the degree to which that node in the graph tends to cluster together with its neighboring
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nodes. The local efficiency quantifies how well information is exchanged within that neighborhood.
For the global network matrices, the network clustering coefficient (C) and the characteristic path
length (L) were calculated. These are two key graph parameters that can also characterize the
small-world organization of a network. C is the average of the nodal clustering coefficients across
the nodes. L is the average of shortest path length between all pairs of nodes and quantifies the
number of processing steps for information transfer across the brain. To handle the possible infinite
path lengths between disconnected nodes, L was calculated as the harmonic mean of geodesic
distances (Latora and Marchiori 2001). Number of nodes included in the largest connected
component was calculated for different proportion thresholds. The small-worldness metric of a
network (𝜎 ) was then estimated as the ratio between the normalized clustering coefficient and the
normalized

characteristic

path

length:

𝜎=

‹/‹Œ•Ž•
•/•Œ•Ž•

(Humphries

and

Gur

ney 2008), where 𝐶€~|‘ and 𝐿€~|‘ are the average of C and L derived from 30 corresponding
random networks generated by rewiring each edge approximately 10 times while preserving the
original degree distribution (Maslov and Sneppen 2002; Rutter et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2010).
Compared to a random network, a small-world network has a similar L value but a higher C value.
Therefore, if the value of 𝜎 is greater than 1 a network is considered to exhibit small world
characteristics. Graph properties for both individual nodes and the whole brain network were
compared between males and females by two-sample t-tests.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Linear regression model
FC measures with significant regression models (F-statistic 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6 corresponding to
Bonferroni threshold at α=0.05) are presented in Figure 3.2, where the corresponding model of an
FC is color-coded. Regression models for 1,994 of 6,670 FC measures (30%) were significant.
Out of the 1,994 significant models, M2 to M5 are chosen 321 (16%), 1 (< 0.1%), 1,026 (51%),
and 646 (32%) times respectively. This indicates that FC variability is best captured by M4 (sex
and age) and M5 (sex, age and sex×age) for the majority of the FC measures. M2, for which the
model only contains the sex covariate is the next best fit while M3 for which the model contains
age only is selected just once. In Figure 3.2, we also note that out of the 1,994 significant FC
models, 938 (47%) are present in the top-left 3 × 3 block which contains the frontal, parietal and
temporal lobes.

Figure 3. 2 Significant regression models with F-statistic 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6) for all ROI pairs are
color-coded according to the best model fit. The above p-value corresponds to Bonferroni
corrected threshold at 𝛼 = 0.05. The 116 AAL regions are grouped into 7 brain lobes separated
by red dash lines.
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3.3.2 Sex and age effects of FC
For FC measures with significant regression models, the significance of sex, age, and sex×age
covariates are further explored. Under Bonferroni correction at 𝛼 = 0.05, there is no significant
sex×age interaction. ROI pairs with significant sex or age effects are shown in Figure 3.3. Out of
the 1,994 FC measures that have significant model fits based on the F-statistic, in 1,352 FC
measures males have higher FC than females and in 641 females have higher FC than males. Out
of the 1,352 FC measures where males show higher FC, 1,025 are significant after Bonferroni
correction (𝑝 < 7.49E − 6) but out of the 641 measures where females show higher FC than males,
none are significant after Bonferroni correction (Figure 3.3A). FC measures that are higher for
females failed to survive even after a much lenient threshold of uncorrected 𝑝 < 0.001. Age
effects are less widespread; only 29 FC measures have a significant relationship with age (Figure
3.3B) and indicate higher FC in younger subjects. For both sex and age covariates, the significant
effects on FC are mostly present in the frontal, parietal, temporal, and medial temporal lobes.
Besides, significant aging effects are also present in sub-cortical and cerebellar regions. 20 ROI
pairs with the most significant sex or age effects on FC are listed in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3. 3 ROI pairs with significant A: sex effects and B: age effects ( 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6
corresponding to Bonferroni threshold at α=0.05) on FC are presented, in the FC matrix (left) and
on brain map (right). In the matrix plots, ROI pairs with significant sex and age effects are colorcoded to indicate the model from which the significance of the covariates are derived. For the brain
map, 100 ROI pairs with the most significant sex effects are presented for visualization and for the
age effects all surviving pairs are presented.
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Table 3. 3 ROI pairs with the most significant sex or age effects on FC

The percentages of intra-lobe and inter-lobe FC values for having significant sex effects are
presented in Figure 3.4. The highest ratio (43%) is located between the frontal and temporal lobes.
Frontal-occipital (31%) and temporal-subcortical (28%) are the other two regions with high interlobe FC ratios for significant sex effects. The percentages of FC values for sex effects in the frontal,
parietal and temporal lobes ranges from 21% to 43%. In contrast, the percentages in the occipital,
subcortical and cerebellum regions are all less than 4%.
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Figure 3. 4 FC ratios for having significant sex effects. Each entry is the ratio between the number
of significant intra-/inter-lobe ROI pairs divided by total number of intra-/inter-lobe ROI pairs.
Abbreviations: FR, frontal; PA, parietal; TE, temporal; ME, medial temporal; OC, occipital; SU,
subcortical; CE, cerebellum.

We also noted that the total intracranial volume (Grey matter + White matter + CSF, which were
calculated by FreeSurfer in the HCP MR Structural pipelines) is significantly higher in males (𝑝 <
1𝐸 − 59). However, including total intracranial volume as a covariate into the regression model
does not change the general pattern of sex/age effects (illustrated in Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3. 5 After adding the total intracranial volume (Grey Matter + White Matter + CSF volume)
as an additional covariate into the regression model, ROI pairs with significant A: sex effects and
B: age effects ( 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6 corresponding to Bonferroni threshold at α=0.05) on FC are
presented in the FC matrix. In the matrix plots, ROI pairs with significant sex and age effects are
color-coded (as in Figure 3.3) to indicate the model from which the significance of the covariates
are derived. FR, frontal; PA, parietal; TE, temporal; ME, medial temporal; OC, occipital; SU,
subcortical; CE, cerebellum.

Effects of sex and age on FC after adding cognitive measures to the regression models are
presented in Figure 3.6. Compared to Figure 3.3A, 534 out of the 1,025 ROI pairs for sex effects
survive and three new pairs (AAL4—AAL87, AAL74—AAL103 and AAL86—AAL87) emerge.
Regarding age effects, 21 out of the 29 ROI pairs survive and two new pairs (AAL13—AAL81
and AAL13—AAL83) emerge.
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Figure 3. 6 Effect of behavioral measures on sex and age effects on FC. For regression models that
included seven cognitive measures as covariates, ROI pairs with significant A: sex effects and B:
age effects on FC are presented. FR, frontal; PA, parietal; TE, temporal; ME, medial temporal;
OC, occipital; SU, subcortical; CE, cerebellum.

In the above regression analysis, no significant covariates for the seven cognitive measures
survive Bonferroni correction at 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6 corresponding to α=0.05. As an alternative,
we calculated the direct correlations between the FC measures and each of the cognitive
scores. The following significant associations (Bonferroni corrected, 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6
corresponding to α=0.05) are found: (1) The language/vocabulary comprehension measure
correlates with FC for AAL10–AAL66 and (2) The language/reading decoding measure is
correlated with FC for AAL10–AAL66 and AAL16–AAL24.

3.3.3 Sex and age interaction effects of FC
There were no sex×age interaction effects on FC that survive Bonferroni or false discovery rate
correction. This was also confirmed by a separate ANCOVA analysis. For regression analysis of
FC versus age for males and females separately, there were no significant differences in the age
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regression coefficients (or the slopes) between genders. For males, not a single slope is significant
after Bonferroni correction at 𝑝 < 7.49E − 6 corresponding to α=0.05, while slopes for 134
(which were all negative) out of 6,670 FC measures in females were significant. Here we explore
whether the age effects on FC are qualitatively different between male and female groups.

In Figure 3.7A and B, for two ROI pairs with the most significant age or sex effects on FC in the
previous regression analysis, both males and females show negative slopes and the slopes of
female regression lines are larger in magnitude than males’. Next the experiment for examining
different age regression coefficients between males and females was extended to all FC measures.
Results for all 29 FC measures with significant age effects and 30 FC measures with the most
significant sex effects in previous analysis are shown in Figure 3.7C and D respectively. In Figure
3.7C, all the slopes are negative and the magnitude is larger for females in 27 out of 29 ROI pairs.
In Figure 3.7D, the female slopes are still negative while males show positive slopes in four ROI
pairs. Except for three pairs in which males show a larger magnitude negative slope, male slopes
are above the female slopes in all other ROI pairs: either male and female slopes are both negative
or male slopes are positive while females slopes are negative. For all ROI pairs, 3,787 out of 6,670
(57%) FC measures demonstrate negative age regression coefficients for both males and females
and the magnitude for the female slope is larger compared to the male slope.
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Figure 3. 7 Age effects on FC for males and females separately. A: Scatter plots of FC versus age
for males and females, for two ROI pairs with the most significant age effects in regression analysis.
B: Scatter plots of FC versus age for males and females, for two ROI pairs with the most significant
sex effects in regression analysis. Regression lines are drawn for males and females separately to
show different age regression coefficients (different slopes of the regression lines). Different age
regression coefficients for males and females for (C) 29 ROI pairs with significant age effects on
FC and (D) 30 ROI pairs with significant sex effects on FC. Standard errors are shown as the
shaded area.
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3.3.4 Sex difference of graph properties

Figure 3. 8 Male vs Female differences for graph properties. A and B show the sex differences for
the nodal clustering coefficient and the nodal local efficiency respectively. 116 brain regions are
divided into seven lobes by the red lines. The sex differences (𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑡) × (−𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝)) are colorcoded for different graph densities and are stacked together. Both the direction and significance of
male vs female difference are displayed: above zero means male>female and below zero means
female>male; the height of segment represents – 𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝 where p is the two-sample p value and
the scale is given as a line segment for 𝑝~10£¢‡ . Only significant differences (𝑝 < 0.05/116) are
presented and stacked. C: Mean and standard deviation of the size of the connected component,
which is the number of nodes in the largest connected subgraph, as a function of graph density are
plotted for males and females separately. D-F: Mean and standard deviation of the normalized
network clustering coefficient, normalized characteristic path length, and small-worldness metric,
as a function of graph density are shown for males and females separately.

As shown in Figure 3.8A and B, sex differences for the nodal clustering coefficient and the nodal
local efficiency are similar. For all lobes but the cerebellum, the stacked sex differences are in the
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positive side for most AAL regions. A majority of brain nodes in the cerebrum demonstrate
stronger clustering coefficient and higher local efficiency in males compared to females and this
result is replicated at different graph density thresholds. Sex effects in the medial temporal and the
subcortical lobes are relatively weak, with significant sex differences present at only few densities.
The only lobe that clearly exhibits stronger clustering coefficient and higher local efficiency in
females compared to males is the cerebellum.

Across the range of graph density studied in this study (0.05 to 0.95), the 116 nodes in the graph
may not be fully connected so there may exist isolated nodes from the major component. Therefore,
we explored the size of the largest connected component (number of nodes in the component) and
checked if it was different between males and females. Figure 3.8C illustrates that above a graph
density threshold of 0.5, more than 90% of the nodes are connected. Except the densest case (0.95),
females show a larger size for the connected component in all the other 18 densities, out of which
14 demonstrate a significance of 𝑝 < 0.0001. This result suggests that when the graphs are
constructed to have the same wiring cost the networks in female brains have more connected nodes
than in males. Figure 3.8D-F show male vs. female group comparisons for the three global
measures as a function of graph density. For both male and female, these three indices
monotonically decrease and converge to 1 as the graph density increases, indicating that it becomes
harder to distinguish the brain graph from its corresponding random graph at higher densities.
While there is no significant male versus female difference for the normalized characteristic path
length, female networks demonstrate consistently higher normalized clustering coefficient and
higher small-world properties for graph densities from 0.15 to 0.65 and the two-sample t-test 𝑝
values for these differences were 𝑝 < 0.0001.
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In order to confirm that the above two sample t-test sex differences in graph measures was not
influenced by age, we repeated the analysis with a regression model that contained sex and age as
covariates. Effects of sex were similar to previous results and effects of age were much weaker
and not consistent across graph densities (see Figure 3.9 and 3.10).

Figure 3. 9 Sex effects of graph properties by regression model. A and B show the sex differences
for the nodal clustering coefficient and the nodal local efficiency respectively. 116 brain regions
are divided into seven lobes by the red lines. The sex differences 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝛽‚y¤) × (−𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝(𝛽‚y¤ ))
are color-coded for different graph densities and are stacked together. Both the direction and
significance of male vs female difference are displayed (Note: the signs of the regression efficient
are reversed for comparison with Figure 3.8): above zero means male>female and below zero
means female>male; the height of segment represents – 𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝 where p is the significance of
regression coefficient for sex covariate and the scale is given as a line segment for 𝑝~10£¥‡ . Only
significant differences (𝑝 < 0.05/116) are presented and stacked. C-F: Sex effect across graph
densities for (C) size of graph; (D) normalized network clustering coefficient; (E) normalized
characteristic path length; and (F) small-worldness metric. For C-F, positive indicates
female>male and negative indicates male>female. The red dashed line demonstrates the threshold
of 𝑝 < 0.0001. Here, significant sex differences are present only for some positive points in C, D
and F where the graph measure is larger in females.
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Figure 3. 10 Age effects of graph properties by regression model. A and B show the age differences
for the nodal clustering coefficient and the nodal local efficiency respectively. 116 brain regions
are divided into seven lobes by the red lines. The age differences 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝛽~¦y) × (−𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝(𝛽~¦y ))
are color-coded for different graph densities and are stacked together. Both the direction and
significance of age difference are displayed (Note: the signs of the regression efficient are
reversed): above zero means decreasing across age and below zero means increasing across age;
the height of segment represents – 𝑙𝑜𝑔¢‡ 𝑝 where p is the significance of regression coefficient for
age covariate and the scale is given as a line segment for 𝑝~10£§ . Only significant differences
(𝑝 < 0.05/116) are presented and stacked. C-F: Age effect across graph densities for (C) size of
graph; (D) normalized network clustering coefficient; (E) normalized characteristic path length;
and (F) small-worldness metric. For C-F, positive indicates increasing across age and negative
decreasing across age. Here, no significant age differences (𝑝 < 0.0001) are present for the global
graph measures (no point is larger than 4 or smaller than -4).
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3.4 Discussions and conclusions
3.4.1 Sex effects on FC and on graph properties
One of the most significant results from our analyses is that there exist extensive sex-related
differences of FC in the brain, and all FC measures that show statistically significant sex effects
are greater in males than in females. Whereas most studies that note sex differences tend to have
a mix of greater connectivity for either males or females (Allen et al. 2011; Filippi et al. 2013).
Results of our study show that although FC differences were higher in females for certain pairs of
FC measures none of them survived multiple comparison correction. A previous study that
investigated a group of healthy subjects spanning an age range similar to that of our cohort reported
higher FC in the parietal and occipital regions for males compared to females (Filippi et al. 2013).
This finding is replicated in our study. The increased parietal FC in men mirrors the result of fMRI
studies for complex cognitive tasks (Thomsen et al. 2000) where males predominantly exhibited
parietal activation. Our findings regarding increased FC in males in occipital regions are supported
by Biswal et al. (2010) where FC of occipital regions is higher in males across three different
methods (seed-based, fractional Amplitude of Low Frequency Fluctuations, and ICA). Higher FC
of both parietal and occipital lobes in males may possibly reflect the increased motor and
visuospatial skills in men (Hamilton 2008; Weiss et al. 2003).

Despite these robust sex differences, it should be noted that there is a large degree of overlap in
FC of males and females. In order to illustrate this overlap, in Figure 3.11 we present FC
histograms for five ROI pairs with the most significant sex effects. Although the average FC values
for males and females are significantly different, there is a large overlap of FC values between the
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two groups. This male/female overlap of FC is also present across all ages, as indicated in Figure
3.7A and B.

Figure 3. 11 FC histograms for five ROI pairs with the most significant sex effects as listed in
Table 3.3. Male and female FC histograms are shown vertically. The FC is derived by Fisher ztransforming the Pearson correlation coefficient so that the range of it is not restricted between −1
and +1. The mean value of the FC distributions is indicated by a short black line.

While some of our results strongly replicate previous findings several findings do not. For frontal
and temporal lobes, Filippi et al (2013) reported stronger female FC but we show the opposite
trend (male > female). fMRI studies of language processing have indicated that, in comparison to
males, females tend to have a higher bilateral activation in the frontal and temporal, when females
had higher language performance scores (Baxter et al. 2003; Kansaku et al. 2000). The distinction
regarding the directionality of sex differences may be attributed to the fact that in our cohort two
scores related to language processing are significantly higher in males (see Table 3.1), which is
unlike previous studies. Further, previous studies did not use whole brain AAL parcellations to
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calculate FC and this may be another reason for disparate findings. However, the association
between language performance and frontal and temporal FC requires further investigation.

In a separate analysis we evaluated the effect of cognitive measures on sex differences of FC. After
the seven cognitive measures were incorporated into the regression models, the main pattern of the
sex effects for the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes in Figure 3.3A remained significant (Figure
3.6A). This result was true for the age effects as well as we observed little change after adding the
cognitive scores to the regression model. Therefore, we conclude that the sex and age effects on
FC are robust to the cognitive measures.

With regard to the sex effect of graph measures, we first examined the size of the connected graph
(Figure 3.8C). Bassett et al. (2012) reported that this metric, defined as the number of nodes in the
largest connected component, was significantly correlated with more complex graph measures (e.g.
global efficiency or betweenness centrality) in a wide range of graph densities. Therefore, the size
of the brain network may be an important indicator of the underlying topology. Our findings that
female functional networks have significantly more connected nodes than males suggest an
increased network homogeneity in female brains.

For the regional graph properties, we observed that nodes in the cerebellum have higher clustering
coefficient and local efficiency for females while nodes at other lobes show sex difference in the
opposite direction. The most significant difference is in the parietal and occipital lobes, which may
add credence to sex differences in FC discussed earlier. Results regarding the regional graph
properties are in agreement with one diffusion imaging study (Ingalhalikar et al. 2014), in which
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the cerebellum was the only region that displayed higher participation coefficients in males, while
in all other lobes the cross-module participation dominated in females. Since higher participation
coefficients indicate that connections are more uniformly distributed among the lobes, the
diffusion study illustrated that in males for all lobes but the cerebellum FC is more focused within
each module. This adds evidence to our findings of higher clustering coefficient and local
efficiency in males while the female connections are more spread between lobes and the network
is less modular. This result and the larger size of the female brain networks jointly support the
notion that female brain networks, compared to male networks, are more spatially distributed but
at lower correlation strengths.

For the global properties of the graph, the normalized network clustering coefficient and the
normalized characteristic path length were derived to calculate the small-world metric. While
males and females do not differ in the characteristic path length, the normalized network clustering
coefficient for females is significantly higher in a wide range of densities. This is consistent with
the results in Yan et al. (2011) and makes the small-world metric be higher for female networks.
While both male and female brains clearly demonstrate small-world characteristics, there exists
differences in the trade-off between local segregation and global integration of the network
topology. We observed that male brains prevail in functional segregation while female brains
facilitate functional integration. Combining the effect of sex on FC and on graph metrics, we
hypothesize that males are more likely better at performing a single task whereas females are more
equipped for performing multiple tasks, as has also been supported in a study using DTI
(Ingalhalikar et al. 2014).
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3.4.2 Age effects on FC
Age effects on FC have been explored in various studies. Among the findings, the extensive
involvement of the medial temporal regions in age effects has been previously reported (Chou et
al. 2013; Jacques 2009; Li et al. 2014). However, only a few medial temporal regions (temporal
pole and hippocampus) are present for age effects in our analysis. Given that the medial temporal
lobe plays an important role in human memory (Buckner 2004), we hypothesize that the medial
temporal regions reported in studies involving large age ranges are due to significant memory
deficits observed in later life. In our study, correlations between age and episodic/working
memories are not significant and this adds evidence to the above hypothesis.

In our analyses, age effects on FC within cortical regions are mostly present in frontal, parietal,
and temporal lobes. The effect of age on these three lobes has been reported in previous studies.
Steffener et al. (2012) reported decreased FC in older adults between the supplementary motor
area and the middle cingulate and between the precuneus and the middle/superior frontal cortex.
Campbell et al. (2012) revealed reduced FC within the frontoparietal network in older adults,
suggesting decreased activity and coherence within a putative control network. Also, the DMN,
for which most components are in frontal or parietal lobes, has been consistently demonstrated to
be susceptible to aging (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2007; Damoiseaux et al. 2008; Ferreira and Busatto
2013; Grady 2012). Our analyses detect age-related FC reductions in the medial prefrontal cortex,
hippocampus, and inferior parietal gyrus, which are components of the DMN. This provides
evidence that DMN regions are subject to aging, even in early adulthood. Finally, Campbell et al.
report lower FC for older subjects in insula, superior temporal, middle temporal, and inferior
temporal regions.
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Besides the cortical lobes, our findings of age effects for the subcortical and cerebellar regions are
also in line with previous studies. The caudate, putamen, and pallidum (Bollinger et al. 2011),
which together constitute the basal ganglia, have been reported to demonstrate age effect on FC.
Given that age-related differences in functional activation of the basal ganglia have been
consistently reported during cognitive and motor tasks (Rubia et al. 2007; Wu and Hallett 2005),
presence of reduced FC between putamen and caudate in our results indicate that the basal ganglia
can be a robust marker for the age effects. The role of the cerebellum in normal aging has been
reported where cerebellum–striatum and cerebellum–medial temporal lobe FC disruptions were
noted (Bernard et al. 2013). This matches well with our results where FC between cerebellar
regions and putamen/caudate (part of the dorsal striatum) and the hippocampus (part of the medial
temporal lobe) is lower for older subjects. Bernard et al. (2013) suggested that the decreased
striatal-cerebellar and hippocampus-cerebellar FC may be attributed to reduced dopamine levels
and deficits in memory/associative learning in normal aging, respectively.

3.4.3 Conclusions
In this study we demonstrated significant sex and age effects in early adulthood for healthy subjects
using full brain resting state FC. Our findings indicate widespread sex effects in which males
exhibit higher FC than females for all significant measures. For the much less widespread brain
regions associated with age effects, the involvement of some systems (e.g. DMN, basal ganglia)
match well with findings in previous studies which spanned larger age ranges, therefore suggesting
robust markers for aging. Graph measures using a proportional threshold scheme demonstrates
that both male and female brains exhibit small-world characteristics but with subtle significant
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differences in the organization of the networks. While male brains generally have higher clustering
coefficient and higher local efficiency at the nodes of the graph, female brains are more connected
at the whole brain level. These findings illustrate the necessity to include sex and age as covariates
in future fMRI studies and provide evidences that brain networks show male/female differences.
The sex differences of FC indicate that male brain networks show signs of segregation and that
female brain networks show signs of integration.
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Chapter 4
Gender prediction using FC
Content of this chapter has been published in our study (Zhang et al. 2018).

Prevalence of certain forms of psychopathology, such as autism and depression, differs between
genders and understanding gender differences of the neurotypical brain may provide insights into
risk and protective factors. In recent research, rfMRI is widely used to map the inherent functional
networks of the brain. Although previous studies have reported gender differences in rfMRI, the
robustness of gender differences is not well characterized. In this study, we use a large dataset to
test whether rfMRI FC can be used to predict gender and identify FC features that are most
predictive of gender. We utilized rfMRI data from 820 healthy controls from the HCP. By applying
a predefined functional template and partial least squares regression modeling, we achieved a
gender prediction accuracy of 87% when multi-run rfMRI was used. Permutation tests confirmed
that gender prediction was reliable ( 𝑝 < 0.001 ). Effects of motion, age, handedness, blood
pressure, weight and brain volume on gender prediction are discussed. Further, we found that FC
features within the DMN, fronto-parietal and sensorimotor networks contributed most to gender
prediction. In the DMN, right fusiform gyrus and right ventromedial prefrontal cortex were
important contributors. The above regions have been previously implicated in aspects of social
functioning and this suggests potential gender differences in social cognition mediated by the
DMN. Our findings demonstrate that gender can be reliably predicted using rfMRI data and
highlight the importance of controlling for gender in brain imaging studies.
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4.1 Motivation
Sex differences in cognitive abilities such as spatial perception, memory, and verbal skills have
been reported across a wide array of studies (See Miller and Halpern 2014 for review). While
overall gender differences in group means have been reported in specific cognitive domains, the
underlying neurobiology between genders remains unclear (Del Giudice 2009; Hyde and Plant
1995). Reports of gender differences in cognition have spurred interest in examining structural and
functional brain features which may differ between genders and underlie previous reports of
cognitive and behavioral differences. Since the prevalence of certain forms of psychopathology
differ between genders, such as autism being four times greater in males and major depressive
disorder twice as common in females, understanding the neurobiology of gender differences may
provide insights into risk and protective factors associated with psychopathology.
A meta-analysis of structural brain imaging studies reported that males exhibit larger total brain
volume and gray and white matter tissue volumes. There are also regional gender differences in
areas such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and insula (Ruigrok et al. 2014). When multiple brain
regions were examined, recent work concluded that brains can be considered as “mosaics” of male
and female structural features with only a few individuals consisting entirely of male or female
brain features (Joel et al. 2015). Global trends in structural connectivity have been reported as well.
In a DTI study males on average tended to exhibit more intra-hemispheric connectivity whereas
females appeared to exhibit more inter-hemispheric connectivity (Ingalhalikar et al. 2014).
Structural brain features from multiple imaging modalities have also been used to predict gender
with high accuracy (Feis et al. 2013).
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FC studies report stronger FC in the DMN for females within the posterior cingulate
cortex/precuneus and bilateral medial prefrontal cortex (Bluhm et al. 2008). Stronger intra-network
FC in females and stronger inter-network FC in males (Allen et al. 2011) and a mixture of higher
and lower FC in males and females has also been reported in lobar regions (Filippi et al. 2013) in
resting networks. Similar to findings using DTI (Ingalhalikar et al. 2014), a study using FC
reported that males exhibit greater rightward lateralization of short-range FC compared to females
(Tomasi and Volkow 2012). Moreover, in our previous work (Zhang et al. 2016) we found
significant and widespread gender differences of FC in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes using
regression analyses. We also reported graph properties that indicated greater local clustering in
males compared to greater global clustering in females.
Despite reports of gender differences in FC, only a few studies have attempted prediction of gender
using FC. A great number of gender discriminative FC were found in males in motor, sensory, and
association areas, but only achieved a prediction accuracy of 62% (Casanova et al. 2012). Smith
et al. (Smith et al. 2013b) utilized rfMRI for gender prediction and reported a higher prediction
accuracy of 87%. In the above studies, the total number of subjects used were small (N<148).
Recent work has found that rfMRI is extremely useful for individual prediction of cognitive,
behavioral, and demographic measures. To date, studies have predicted individual brain maturity
using resting FC in individuals age 7 to 30 (Dosenbach et al. 2010) and fluid intelligence in young
adults (Finn et al. 2015a). Given the lack of previous research, it remains unclear the extent to
which rfMRI can accurately predict gender.
Thus, our goal was to implement gender prediction using resting state FC for a large cohort of 820
subjects with four runs of rfMRI. This study attempts to answer the following questions: (1) Can
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gender be predicted with a high accuracy using rfMRI FC in a large dataset? (2) Can prediction
accuracy be improved if FC information is combined across multiple runs and what are the
different strategies to combine FC across runs? and (3) What FC features are important for
predicting gender?
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Dataset
This study included 820 healthy adults (Gender: 366 males and 454 females; age: 22-37 years)
from the HCP (Van Essen et al. 2012) S900 release. Each subject underwent four rfMRI runs of
approximately 15 minutes each. The data consisted of 1,200 volumes for each run and therefore
each subject had 4,800 volumes for the four runs. Subject demographics are shown in Table 4.1.
Age, handedness, blood pressure, weight and brain volumes demonstrate significant gender
differences. Additionally, the subject motion during rfMRI sessions (average frame displacement
across time points and runs, Power et al. 2012) is included.

Table 4. 1 Subject demographics (N=820)
Male (N=366)
Mean (Std)

Female (N=454)
Mean (Std)

Male-Female
Gender difference
(t-statistic, p-value)

Age (year)

28.0 (3.7)

29.4 (3.6)

-5.4, 1E-7*

Education (year)

14.8 (1.8)

15.0 (1.8)

-1.6, 0.1

Income**

5.0 (2.2)

5.0 (2.1)

-0.1, 0.9

Handedness***

60.9 (43.1)

69.9 (44.4)

-2.9, 4E-3*

Blood pressure systolic
Blood pressure diastolic

129 (13)
79 (10)

120 (13)
75 (10)

9.7, 5E-21*
5.0, 8E-7*

Weight (pound)

190 (36)

156 (36)

13.5, 8E-38*

Brain volume (cm3)
(Gray matter + White Matter + CSF)

1214 (97)

1063 (82)

24.0, 9E-97*

Motion: Frame displacement (mm)

0.16 (0.06)

0.17 (0.06)

-0.9, 0.4

* indicate statistically significance for p<0.05
** Total household income categories: <$10,000=1, 10K-19,999=2, 20K-29,999=3, 30K-39,999=4, 40K49,999=5, 50K-74,999=6, 75K-99,999=7, >=100,000=8
*** Schachter et al. 1987
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4.2.2 FC feature construction
A functional brain atlas (Dosenbach et al. 2010) was used to reduce rfMRI data of the whole brain
to 160 ROIs. These ROIs of 10mm-diameter spheres were centered around the MNI coordinates
of the functional atlas and were functionally defined from a meta-analysis of five task fMRI studies
which encompassed much of the cerebral cortex and cerebellum (Dosenbach et al. 2010). This
atlas is a popular brain parcellation scheme and has been integrated into several brain network
analysis/visualization tools (Cao et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Xia et al. 2013). . For each of the
160 ROIs, an average time series was calculated by averaging the time series of all the voxels that
fell within an ROI. This resulted in 160 ROI time series and these 160 time series were used for
further analyses. For data presentation and interpretation the 160 ROIs are divided into the
following six functional modules: fronto-parietal, default, cingulo-opercular, sensorimotor,
occipital, and cerebellum (Dosenbach et al. 2010).
For rfMRI of single runs, the FC matrix was calculated as Fisher’s z-transformed Pearson
correlation coefficients between time series across the 160 ROIs. After vectorization of the
160 × 160 FC matrix and elimination of duplicate FC values, each subject had an FC feature
vector of length 12,720. To check for the effect of incorporating FC information across runs on
gender prediction performance, we constructed the multi-run FC features in three different ways,
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Method 1 (Average FC): First calculate FC for each of the four runs and
then average FCs across runs; Method 2 (Concatenate TC): first concatenate time courses of four
runs together and then calculate FC; and Method 3 (Concatenate FC): First calculate FC for each
run and then concatenate FC features across runs (the length of FC feature vector
was 12,720 × 4 = 50,880). For each of the four individual runs and for the above three methods
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that combine all four runs, the constructed FC features were fed into subsequent classification
analyses.

*Feature matrix 𝑋 was calculated for each run and was averaged across runs to derive 𝑋~†y
**time series from all four runs are concatenated together
***Feature matrix 𝑋 was calculated for each run and was concatenated across runs to derive 𝑋…{|
Figure 4. 1 Feature construction for both individual runs and three multi-run methods. Generally,
ROI time series TC is used to calculate FC matrix 𝐹𝐶w for the ith subject. FC is vectorized and
concatenated across subjects to construct feature matrix 𝑋, which combined with gender vector 𝑌
is then fed into PLS regression. Differences across methods are illustrated in the figure notes.
Dimensions of each matrix are indicated: 𝑡 = 1,200, 𝑛_𝑅𝑂𝐼 = 160, 𝑛_𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 820, 𝑛_𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 =
12,720.

4.2.3 Partial least squares (PLS) regression
Classification algorithms use a number of predictor variables to predict one or more predicted
variable(s). Hughes (1968) illustrated that with a fixed number of training samples, the predictive
power reduces as the number of predictor variables increases. Therefore, feature selection or
dimensionality reduction of the predictors is an essential step in machine learning applications
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when the number of predictors is large. In this study as gender is predicted from a large number of
predictors (at least 12,720 FC) the curse of dimensionality needs to be addressed. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is a benchmark dimensionality reduction method that applies a linear
projection of the predictors in a manner that best explains the predictor variables. But PCA does
not help to find associations between the predictor and predicted variables. Partial least squares
(PLS) regression is considered as a supervised version of PCA, and derives linear combinations of
the original predictor variables that best predict the predicted variable (Abdi 2010). The PLS
method has been demonstrated to be well suited for analyzing associations between measures of
brain functional activity and behavior (Krishnan et al. 2011; McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004; Qin et
al. 2015; Ziegler et al. 2013). FC features are not linearly independent and PLS regression deals
with multi-collinearity by attempting to find latent variables which model the predictor variable
space X (Equation 4.1) and simultaneously predict the predicted variable Y (Equation 4.2)

𝑋 = 𝑇𝑃©

(4.1)

¬
𝑌ª = 𝑇𝐵𝐶 © = 𝑋«𝑃© 𝐵𝐶 © - = 𝑋𝐵®•¯

(4.2)

The values of 𝑝 predictors from 𝑛 subjects are collected in a 𝑛 × 𝑝 matrix 𝑋. The 𝑛 subjects
described by 𝑚 dependent variables are stored in an 𝑛 × 𝑚 matrix 𝑌 (𝑚 = 1 for the gender
prediction case). The 𝑛 × 𝑙 matrix 𝑇 contains 𝑙 latent variables ordered according to the amount of
variance of 𝑌 that they explain. 𝑃 and 𝐶 are loadings for 𝑋 and 𝑌, respectively. 𝐵 is an 𝑙 × 𝑙
diagonal matrix in which the non-zero entries correspond to the covariance of 𝑋 and 𝑌 for each
¬

latent variable. The superscript 𝑇 indicates the transpose operation to the matrix. 𝑃© is the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of 𝑃© . The predicted response variable 𝑌ª can be considered as a
linear combination of either latent variables (𝑌ª = 𝑇𝐵𝐶 © ) or the original predictors 𝑌ª = 𝑋𝐵®•¯ . In
the latter case, linear coefficients are contained in the 𝑝 × 𝑚 matrix 𝐵®•¯ .
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In the PLS regression algorithm the number of latent variables (or components) 𝑙 needs to be
specified. The latent variables are then derived by iterative applications of singular value
decomposition (SVD) on the covariance matrix between subject features 𝑋 and subject response 𝑌.
For example, the first latent variable can be solved by the following equations (where 𝑅¢ = 𝑋‡© 𝑌‡
is the covariance matrix, 𝑋‡ and 𝑌‡ are the original 𝑋 and 𝑌 fed into the PLS regression algorithm):

𝑅¢ = 𝑊¢ ∆¢𝐶¢©

(4.3)

𝑡¢ = 𝑋‡ 𝑤¢

(4.4)

𝑝¢ = 𝑋‡© 𝑡¢

(4.5)

𝑢¢ = 𝑌‡ 𝑐¢

(4.6)

𝑏¢ = 𝑡¢© 𝑢¢

(4.7)

𝑤¢ and 𝑐¢ are the first columns of 𝑊¢ and 𝐶¢ in the SVD Equation 3. ∆¢ is a diagonal matrix
containing the singular values of 𝑅¢ . 𝑡¢ , 𝑝¢ , 𝑐¢ , 𝑏¢ are the first columns of 𝑇, 𝑃, 𝐶, 𝐵 in Equation 1
and 2, corresponding to the first latent variable. For the second iteration, SVD is applied on 𝑅¥ =
𝑋¢© 𝑌¢ for:

³¢ = 𝑡¢© 𝑝¢
𝑋

(4.8)

𝑌´¢ = 𝑡¢𝑏¢ 𝑐¢©

(4.9)

³¢
𝑋¢ = 𝑋‡ − 𝑋

(4.10)

𝑌¢ = 𝑌‡ − 𝑌´¢

(4.11)

This iterative process continues till all the 𝑙 latent variables are derived. Once 𝑇, 𝑃, 𝐶, 𝐵 are solved,
¬

𝐵®•¯ = 𝑃© 𝐵𝐶 © which contains linear coefficients for all the original features enables predictions
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(𝑌ª = 𝑋𝐵®•¯ ) for test subject. Details of the PLS regression algorithm are available in Krishnan et
al. (2011). Combining the predicted response variable and the true response variable, performance
of the prediction can be evaluated and this will be discussed in the next section.

4.2.4 Cross validation and resampling techniques
10-fold cross validation, which balances the requirements of sufficient training samples to reach a
good fit and large test sets to yield stable estimates of predictive accuracy (Varoquaux et al. 2016),
was applied to implement gender prediction. In Figure 4.2A, for each of the ten folds, 10% of the
subjects were left out as the test set and the remaining served as the training set. For explanatory
purposes (to ensure that weights across features were comparable), feature standardization via ztransforms were implemented before feeding the training data to the PLS regression classifier (i.e.
𝑋v€ was demeaned and then divided by the standard deviation so that the values of each feature
had zero-mean and unit-variance). After training was completed, the feature values of test set
𝑋v‚ were standardized by the mean/standard deviation derived from the training set (http://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/preprocessing.html), and were then combined with the linear coefficient
³
³
𝐵®•¯ to generate the predicted continuous response 𝑌
v‚ . 𝑌v‚ and 𝑌v‚ from 10 folds were combined
to construct the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for different

classification

thresholds. The area under curve (AUC) of the ROC was derived as a summary performance index
for the classifier on the 820 subjects studied. Given that the gender variable was labeled as 1 for
male and 2 for female, classification accuracy was calculated at a threshold of 1.5.
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Two resampling techniques were applied to characterize the statistical significance of the results:
the overall prediction performance was assessed by permutation test and the importance of the
feature weights were assessed via bootstrap test. In the permutation test (Figure 4.2B), associations
between features and predicted variable (gender) were randomized, i.e., the gender values were
randomly permuted (from 𝑌 to 𝑌µ) while the feature matrix was kept intact. 10-fold cross validation
was repeated for each permutation and AUC values from 1000 permutations were used to construct
a null distribution of AUC values. In addition, bootstrap was used to derive statistical significance
of feature weights (Figure 4.2C). For each fold in cross validation, subjects in the training set were
resampled with replacement (from 𝑋v€ , 𝑌v€ to 𝑋ƒ{ , 𝑌ƒ{ ) and the bootstrapped training set was fed
into PLS regression to generate a new set of feature weights 𝐵®•¯_ƒ{ . For each feature weight, the
bootstrap ratio 𝑅ƒ{ was calculated as the mean of the 1000 bootstrapped feature weights divided
by their standard deviation. The bootstrap ratio is akin to a Student 𝑡 criterion so if a ratio was
large enough (a value of 2 or 3 roughly corresponds to 𝛼 = 0.05 or 𝛼 = 0.003 for a 𝑡-test) then
the corresponding feature was considered significant for the prediction (Fowler 2013). The
statistical strength of each feature was then derived as the absolute value of the average bootstrap
ratio across 10 folds (Pereira et al. 2009).
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Figure 4. 2 Cross validation of gender prediction, permutation test, and bootstrap resampling. A:
Flow chart of gender prediction. B: Permutation test applied to evaluate prediction performance.
C: Bootstrap test used to identify important FC features. 𝑋 contains predictor (FC feature)
variables and 𝑌 contains the dependent variables (in this case the gender variable, 1 for male and
2 for female). Subscripts 𝑡𝑟 and 𝑡𝑠 are for training and test sets respectively. 𝑌´ contains the
predicted gender variable. In B, 𝑌¶ represents randomized 𝑌. In C, 𝑅ƒ{ contains the bootstrap
ratios
of
feature
weights.
Matrix
dimensions
are
indicated
by
𝑝 (=
12,720, total number of FC features), 𝑚 (= 1, number of predicted variables), 𝑛v€ (=
738, number of training subjects) and 𝑛v‚ (= 82, number of testing subjects).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Gender prediction results
Results of gender classification for both individual-run and multi-run predictions are provided in
Table 4.2. Here the number of components in PLS regression was fixed to be 10. For gender
prediction using FC features of single run rfMRI (Run 1 to Run 4), the AUC and classification
accuracy are 0.881 ± 0.006 and 79.9% ± 0.9% respectively. To check the robustness of
classification, we also predict gender where the training and test data are from different rfMRI
runs. Results of this robustness test are shown in Table 4.3 and the prediction performance was
close to the performance of training and testing within the same rfMRI run. However, as data from
multiple rfMRI runs were incorporated, classification performance improved to 0.93 for AUC and
85% for accuracy. There were marginal differences in discrimination capability between the three
multi-run methods. While ‘Concatenate FC’ had the highest AUC value, the classification
accuracy at the default threshold of 1.5 was slightly higher for the ‘Average FC’ scheme.

Table 4. 2 AUC and accuracy for gender classification using PLS regression when number of
components was 10.
RUN1 RUN2 RUN3 RUN4
AUC
Accuracya
a

0.884
79.2%

0.883
81.0%

0.873
79.2%

0.885
80.2%

Average FC

Concatenate
TC

Concatenate
FC

0.931
86.6%

0.930
85.5%

0.936
85.7%

Classification Accuracy for threshold=1.5 in PLS regression prediction
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Table 4. 3 Robustness test of gender prediction. Training and test data are from the same run (for
the diagonal entries, bold) or from different runs (for the off diagonal entries, the row header
indicates the training data and the column header indicates the test data). The performance
evaluation is implemented for a 10-fold cross-validation and 10-component PLS regression. The
classification accuracy is derived for a threshold of 1.5.

Table 4.4 illustrates the AUC values of gender prediction after regressing out a confound showing
significant gender difference in Table 4.1. Here the number of PLS components was ten and results
for a range of one to ten components are presented in Table 4.5 and 4.6. The frame displacement
is not significantly different between males and females, but was checked as FC can change with
motion. The confounding variables were sorted by statistical significance of gender difference.
The reduction in gender prediction AUC was found to be associated with the significance of gender
difference. Removing a confound that did not show a statistically strong gender difference (e.g.
frame displacement, handedness and age) did not reduce the gender prediction performance. For
confounds where the gender difference was highly significant (e.g. blood pressure, weight and
brain volume), gender prediction performance dropped by a larger margin. However, all gender
prediction performances remained at AUC>0.76. The highest performance drop was noted when
brain volume was regressed out and as brain volume is strongly correlated to gender, we further
investigate the effect of brain volume in a separate section below.
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Table 4. 4 Effect of regressing out potential confounds on the gender prediction performance (the
Average FC method).

Male-Female
Gender difference
(t-statistic, p-value)

Frame
displacement

Handedness

Age

-0.9, 0.4

-2.9, 4E-3

-5.4, 1E-7

Blood
pressure
Systolic:
9.7, 5E-21
Diastolic:
5.0, 8E-7

Weight

Brain volume

13.5, 8E-38

24.0, 9E-97

Gender prediction
0.93 (0.00)*
0.93 (0.00)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.89 (-0.04)
0.85 (-0.08)
AUC
* Within parenthesis are the drop in AUC compared to the AUC before regressing out the confound.

0.76 (-0.17)

Table 4. 5 Effect of regressing out confounds on the gender prediction AUC. The number of PLS
regression
components
is
from
one
to
ten.
The
column
of
𝐹𝐶{€w¦w|~¸ represents the result using the original FC features before regressing out any confound.
The other six columns 𝐹𝐶¹º_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶»~|‘y‘_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶¼¦y_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶½®_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶¾yw¦¿v_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶À{¸•xy_€y¦
represent results after regressing out frame displacement (FD), handedness, age, blood pressure
(BP), weight and brain volume respectively. Values in the parenthesis illustrate the difference
compared to 𝐹𝐶{€w¦w|~¸ . FC features were derived by the Average FC method.
# of
comp

𝑭𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍

𝑭𝑪𝑭𝑫_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑯𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒅_𝒓𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑨𝒈𝒆_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑩𝑷_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑾𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆_𝒓𝒆𝒈

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.69
0.88
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

0.70 (0.00)
0.88 (0.00)
0.91 (0.00)
0.92 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)

0.69 (0.00)
0.88 (0.00)
0.91 (0.00)
0.92 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)
0.93 (0.00)

0.67 (-0.02)
0.87 (-0.01)
0.90 (-0.01)
0.91 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)
0.92 (-0.01)

0.69 (0.00)
0.84 (-0.04)
0.86 (-0.05)
0.88 (-0.04)
0.89 (-0.05)
0.89 (-0.04)
0.89 (-0.04)
0.89 (-0.04)
0.89 (-0.04)
0.89 (-0.04)

0.67 (-0.03)
0.79 (-0.09)
0.83 (-0.07)
0.86 (-0.06)
0.86 (-0.08)
0.86 (-0.08)
0.85 (-0.08)
0.85 (-0.08)
0.85 (-0.08)
0.85 (-0.08)

0.58 (-0.12)
0.70 (-0.18)
0.72 (-0.19)
0.74 (-0.18)
0.75 (-0.18)
0.75 (-0.18)
0.76 (-0.18)
0.76 (-0.17)
0.76 (-0.17)
0.76 (-0.17)
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Table 4. 6 Effect of regressing out confounds on the gender prediction Accuracy (in percentage,
for a threshold of 1.5 as in Table 4.2). The number of PLS regression components is from one to
ten. The column of 𝐹𝐶{€w¦w|~¸ represents the result using the original FC features before regressing
out
any
confound.
The
other
six
columns
𝐹𝐶¹º_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶»~|‘y‘_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶¼¦y_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶½®_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶¾yw¦¿v_€y¦ , 𝐹𝐶À{¸•xy_€y¦ represent results after
regressing out frame displacement (FD), handedness, age, blood pressure (BP), weight and brain
volume respectively. Values in the parenthesis illustrate the difference compared to 𝐹𝐶{€w¦w|~¸ . FC
features were derived by the Average FC method.
# of
comp

𝑭𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍

𝑭𝑪𝑭𝑫_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑯𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒅_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑨𝒈𝒆_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑩𝑷_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑾𝒆𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕_𝒓𝒆𝒈

𝑭𝑪𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆_𝒓𝒆𝒈

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

64
81
84
84
86
86
85
86
86
87

64 (0)
81 (0)
85 (1)
85 (1)
86 (0)
85 (-1)
86 (0)
86 (0)
86 (0)
86 (-1)

64 (0)
81 (0)
83 (-1)
84 (0)
86 (0)
85 (-1)
85 (-1)
86 (0)
86 (0)
86 (-1)

63 (-1)
80 (-2)
83 (-1)
83 (-1)
84 (-1)
84 (-1)
84 (-1)
85 (-2)
84 (-2)
85 (-2)

64 (0)
78 (-4)
79 (-5)
80 (-4)
81 (-5)
82 (-4)
81 (-5)
81 (-5)
80 (-6)
80 (-6)

63 (-1)
73 (-8)
76 (-8)
78 (-6)
76 (-9)
78 (-7)
77 (-8)
77 (-9)
78 (-8)
78 (-8)

60 (-5)
65 (-16)
66 (-17)
70 (-14)
70 (-16)
71 (-14)
70 (-15)
69 (-17)
69 (-17)
69 (-18)

The effect of number of components, a hyper-parameter in the predictive model, was investigated
and the results are illustrated in Figure 4.3. AUC was below 0.7 when only one component of the
PLS regression was used. AUC quickly improved as more components were added and plateaued
at around 5 components. Then from 5 to 20 components, AUC remained at around 0.88 and 0.93
for individual-run and multi-run predictions, respectively. We also note that for a particular
number of components, classification performance for multi-run methods exceeds that of single
run performance.
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Figure 4. 3 Effect of number of components in PLS regression on gender predictions performance
(AUC), including both four individual runs and three multi-run methods.

Statistical significance of overall performance for gender classification was tested by 1,000
permutations. Results for the three multi-run methods are shown in Figure 4.4. For all three
schemes, as expected, null distributions of the AUC were centered around 0.5, indicating that
performance of the classifier was no better than random guessing for the randomly permuted
datasets in which the subject labels between predictors and responses were randomized. Not a
single AUC value for permuted labels fell beyond the AUC obtained from real labels, and this
demonstrates that the statistical significance of gender prediction is high (𝑝 < 0.001).
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Figure 4. 4 Permutation tests of AUC indices when multi-run functional connectivity features are
used for gender prediction. The histograms show the null distributions of AUC when gender labels
were randomly permuted and the solid red line indicates the AUC obtained for the true gender
labels.

4.3.2 Important FC features in gender prediction
As classification performance was higher for multi-run methods, we illustrate important FC
features only for multi-run predictions. Distribution of FC with feature weights above a bootstrap
ratio of 3 is provided in Figure 4.5. ‘Average FC’ (Figure 4.5A) and ‘Concatenate TC’ (Figure
4.5B) demonstrated both similar patterns and similar numbers of FC features above the threshold.
For the ‘Concatenate FC’ method (Figure 4.5C), because the number of features was 12720 × 4
(four for each FC), we averaged the bootstrap ratio of FC across the runs. For weights that are
above 3, the number of features is much less for ‘Concatenate FC’ compared to ‘Average FC’ and
‘Concatenate TC’. Important FC features are widespread across the brain, however, after
separating the 160 ROIs into 6 networks (as defined in the original paper of Dosenbach et al. 2010),
the block representing intra-network DMN FC features is prominent for all three methods.
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Figure 4. 5 Pattern for feature importance. Top: distribution of FC with feature weights that are
larger than 3 for the three multi-run gender predictions. Numbers of surviving features are: 322 for
(A) Average FC, 325 for (B) Concatenate TC and 128 for (C) Concatenate FC. Black dashed lines
in FC matrices separate the 160 ROIs into six functional modules. Bottom: for each network,
average of all feature weights for intra-network FC and inter-network FC.
In order to analyze patterns of feature contributions at the network level, and to see which networks
contributed most to gender prediction, average intra-network and inter-network feature weights
without thresholding were calculated for each of the six networks. Patterns from the three multirun predictions are very similar and differences between ‘Average FC’ and ‘Concatenate TC’
schemes are minimal. Across all three methods, inter-network feature weights are close among the
6 networks and there are no cases where an inter-network feature has an obviously higher weight
than the intra-network counterpart. Of the networks examined, the DMN has the highest intranetwork feature weight, followed by fronto-parietal and sensorimotor networks. The other three
networks (cingulo-opercular, occipital and cerebellum) have comparable weights between intranetwork and inter-network features. These trends held across all three methods with the exception
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of the occipital network in ‘Concatenate FC’ method has a higher weight than the cinguloopercular network and the cerebellum.

Figure 4. 6 Robustness of important features. Top: FC features with weights larger than three for
the multi-run gender predictions are combined to explore the overlap of the three multi-run
methods. Within the DMN block the fusiform and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
demonstrated consistently higher feature weights (these nodes are circled in black). Bottom: Brain
maps depicting FC features that are important for gender prediction common across the three
multi-run methods. ROI spheres are color-coded by network.

To check the robustness of identified important features across three multi-run gender prediction
methods, FC features for each method were thresholded at a feature weight of three and then
binarized and combined across methods. From this we determined the overlap among the three
methods. In the top of Figure 4.6 important FC features and their overlap across methods are
identified by the color bars where grey stands for presence in one method, blue, green and purple
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are for presence in two methods, and red represents presence in all three methods. From Figure 4.6
few cases of ‘Average FC + Concatenate FC’ and ‘Concatenate TC + Concatenate FC’ were
evident. Instead ‘Average FC + Concatenate TC’ (blue, 200 features) and ‘All three methods’ (red,
97 features) dominated, together constituting 79% of all 375 surviving features. 30% of all
important features established by the three methods (29 out of 97) reside in the intra-DMN block,
making it a prominent block with red dots. The two lines circled indicate that FC between right
fusiform/ right vmPFC and other nodes in the DMN regularly have higher contributions in gender
classification. Specific pairs of FC with high feature weights in the DMN, observed across all three
methods, included connectivity between the right fusiform and inferior temporal and occipital
cortex, intraparietal sulcus, posterior cingulate, precuneus, superior frontal and ventromedial
prefrontal cortex and connectivity between the right ventromedial prefrontal cortex, anterior
prefrontal cortex, inferior temporal regions, occipital cortex, posterior cingulate, and precuneus.
Three views of brain map displaying the 97 FC features that were common across all three methods
are shown in Figure 4.6. 78% (76 out of 97) of these FC features are between nodes in the first
four networks (fronto-parietal, default, cingulo-opercular, sensorimotor), which roughly
correspond to the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes of the brain.

4.3.3 Gender prediction versus brain volume prediction
The brain volume is one variable demonstrating a significant gender difference. In our study, we
also implemented brain volume (gray matter + white matter + cerebrospinal fluid) prediction.
Using the same scheme as in predicting gender (10-fold cross-validation and 10 components in
PLS regression), all three multi-run methods achieved high correlations between predicted
volumes and actual volumes (0.675, 0.678, and 0.675 for 820 subjects). In order to show that
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gender prediction and brain volume prediction are different (or say that the significant gender
difference in brain volume is not dominating in gender prediction), we look at the important
features in both gender and brain volume predictions and check in what extent do these features
overlap. Figure 4.7 illustrates the quantitative results for the ratio of overlapping and unique
features. At three different levels of threshold, the number of features which are both important
for gender and brain volume predictions is small compared to the unique features for either volume
or gender prediction. Although the percentage of overlapping features increases as the threshold
decreases, it is at most less than 20%.

Figure 4. 7 Associations between important features of gender prediction and brain volume
prediction. Important features are defined by combining features with absolute bootstrap ratios
above the threshold and across three multi-run methods. For one specific threshold, those features
are divided into three categories: unique feature for volume prediction (green), unique feature for
gender prediction (blue), and overlapping feature for both predictions (red). The numbers of
corresponding features are labeled in the bar plot. Results for three levels of threshold are shown
and the percentages of each category can be looked up.
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The distribution of important features for both predictions when the threshold is three is shown in
Figure 4.8. Red dots which represent the overlapping features are scattered across the brain and do
not have a clear pattern. The top 20 most important features for gender and brain volume
predictions are listed in Table 4.7. Two common FC features present in both predictions are
highlighted.

Figure 4. 8 Distribution of important features for gender and brain volume predictions in the
160 × 160 square matrix (for the threshold of three, correspond to the middle bar shown in Figure
4.7). Three types of features are labeled as dots with different colors (154 green dots, 142 blue dots
and 52 red dots). 1-6 represent the six network modules.
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Table 4. 7 Top 20 FC features (with the highest absolute bootstrap ratios) for gender and brain
Volume predictions. Each row represents an FC between two ROIs. FC features are ordered (high
to low) based on the average absolute bootstrap ratio across three multi-run methods. FC features
that are common between gender prediction and brain volume prediction are highlighted in bold
font. The network to which the ROI belongs to is presented in parenthesis. Network acronym: FP,
fronto-parietal; DE, default; CO, cingulo-opercular; SE, sensorimotor; OC, occipital; CE,
cerebellum.

Top 20 FC features
For Gender prediction

For Brain volume prediction

precuneus (DE) — temporal (SE)
post-cingulate (DE) — sup-frontal (DE)
fusiform (DE) — inf-temporal (DE)
occipital (DE) — thalamus (CO)
mFC (CO) — thalamus (CO)
IPS (DE) — mPFC (DE)
IPL (FP) — mid-insula (SE)
occipital (DE) — med-cerebellum (CE)
vmPFC (DE) — vFC (CO)
fusiform (DE) — post-cingulate (DE)
fusiform (DE) — sup-frontal (DE)
occipital (OC) — inf-cerebellum (CE)
IPS (FP) — inf-temporal (DE)
post-cingulate (DE) — vmPFC (DE)
vmPFC (DE) — post-occipital (OC)
vlPFC (DE) — med-cerebellum (CE)
angular-gyrus (DE) — fusiform (DE)
dFC (SE) — SMA (SE)
thalamus (CO) — occipital (OC)
IPL (FP) — temporal (SE)

occipital (DE) — med-cerebellum (CE)
dlPFC (FP) — vent-aPFC (FP)
vFC (CO) — precentral-gyrus (SE)
post-cingulate (DE) — vmPFC (DE)
occipital (OC) — post-occipital (OC)
angular-gyrus (DE) — fusiform (DE)
vPFC (FP) — fusiform (DE)
thalamus (CO) — occipital (OC)
precuneus (DE) — temporal (SE)
precuneus (DE) — occipital (OC)
thalamus (CO) — thalamus (CO)
post-cingulate (DE) — med-cerebellum (CE)
fusiform (DE) — vmPFC (DE)
vlPFC (FP) — fusiform (CO)
vFC (CO) — precentral-gyrus (SE)
angular-gyrus (DE) — med-cerebellum (CE)
occipital (DE) — vlPFC (DE)
thalamus (CO) — occipital (OC)
precentral-gyrus (SE) — SMA (SE)
dlPFC (FP) — vlPFC (FP)
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4.4 Discussions and conclusions
4.4.1 Gender prediction performance and potential confounds
For the HCP rfMRI data but with a smaller number of subjects, our previous study (Zhang et al.
2016) showed that even for FC with the most significant gender effect the FC values were on a
spectrum and there was a large overlap between histograms for males and females. This result
indicated that it is difficult to achieve a high gender classification accuracy by looking at a single
FC feature. In this study we applied PLS regression to learn the weighting or the contribution of
the original FC features and we made a combination of all FC features to derive a new jointly
informative FC feature for gender prediction. This multivariate approach allowed for a robust
classification of gender using rfMRI. For four individual runs of rfMRI scans, each of which was
15 minutes in duration, we achieved a consistent classification accuracy of 80% and an AUC of
0.88. Given that the four scans were collected on two different days, the consistency of prediction
performance reflects the reproducibility of rfMRI data and resulting FC analyses. Experiments
with three different ways of combining rfMRI data across four single runs observed an increased
AUC from 0.88 to 0.93 and an increased classification accuracy from 80% to 85% for the default
threshold (Table 4.2). Results of permutation tests (Figure 4.4), in which correspondence between
FC features and gender labels were permuted, demonstrate the significant associations between
FC and gender and thus enable successful gender prediction. While high prediction accuracies
were achieved by single runs of rfMRI, the integration of FC across multiple runs further improved
performance. This is explained by the incorporation of an additional ‘averaging’ step, by either
averaging FC across runs or calculating FC from concatenated time series of runs, to facilitate
noise removal and better characterization of the ‘true’ underlying FC patterns. For the
‘Concatenate FC’ scheme, the number of predictors were quadrupled through the incorporation of
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four runs into the prediction procedure. Regardless of the method, incorporating multiple runs has
been shown to provide more stable connectivity estimates (Glasser et al. 2016b). Another recent
study (Laumann et al. 2015) reports that highly reliable correlation estimates require considerable
data. Therefore, in summary, combination of rfMRI data from multiple runs enables more stable
and reliable FC patterns to be characterized. This more precise delineation of individual FC traits,
in turn, empowers higher gender classification accuracy.
We explored the potential confounds that may affect the gender prediction performance. In Table
4.4, for the frame displacement and handedness which demonstrated no or weak gender difference,
regressing them out from the FC features had little effect on the gender prediction AUC. However,
as the gender difference of a confound became more significant, a higher reduction in the gender
prediction performance was noted. This is reasonable and is expected. As the aim of this study is
to predict gender, regressing out a confound that is highly correlated with the gender variable from
every single FC feature can remove gender specific information from the predictors and therefore
forcing the prediction performance to be weaker. However, even after regressing out the confounds,
a high gender prediction accuracy could still be achieved (80% for regressing out blood pressure,
78% for regressing out weight and 70% for regressing out brain volume), illustrating the robust
associations between FC features and gender. For brain volume, which demonstrated the most
significant gender difference, we implemented the brain volume prediction algorithm using the
same scheme as in gender prediction. Evident correlations were achieved between predicted and
actual brain volumes. Different FC feature patterns across gender and brain volume predictions
(Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Table 4.7) well demonstrate the distinction between these two
predictions and therefore reduce the concern of confounding effect of brain volume in gender
prediction.
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4.4.2 Effect of implementation schemes on results
The three schemes implemented for multi-run gender predictions achieved accuracies with only
marginal differences. Moreover, two of the methods (‘Average FC’ and ‘Concatenate TC’)
achieved very similar results with regard to feature weights (Figure 4.5). These methods represent
two ways of deriving FC features utilizing separate scans. For the ‘Concatenate FC’ method, there
were four features corresponding to each FC. The effect of one FC was distributed across four
similar features and this may explain why it generated less important features (for the same
threshold compared to the other two methods). Except for this difference, the three ways of
combining rfMRI data from multiple runs demonstrated consistent findings regarding the pattern
of FC feature weights. The observation that 79% of important features were either identified by
the first two methods or all three methods (Figure 4.6) demonstrates the robustness of the FC
feature importance found in this study.
4.4.3 Important features for gender discrimination
In this study, we found that components of the DMN exhibited the greatest FC feature weight
across all methods (Figure 4.5). In the top 20 predictive FC features for gender prediction (see
Table 4.7), seven are within the default mode network. Another seven FC features involve a DMN
ROI and the other six FC features were distributed between the other five networks. The DMN has
been shown to be related to many different functions such as theory of mind (Spreng and Grady
2010), social cognition (Mars et al. 2012), and episodic memory (Sestieri et al. 2011). Previous
research has reported conflicting findings regarding gender differences in the DMN with one study
reporting females exhibit stronger FC in posterior cingulate and precuneus regions as well as
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medial prefrontal cortex (Bluhm et al. 2008) and others reporting no gender differences within the
DMN (Weissman-Fogel et al. 2010).

Within the DMN we observed large FC feature weights which were consistent across all three
methods (Figure 4.6) in the right fusiform gyrus and right ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC). The connectivity pairs in these regions included connectivity between the right
fusiform and inferior temporal and occipital cortex, intraparietal sulcus, posterior cingulate,
precuneus, superior frontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex and connectivity between the right
ventromedial prefrontal cortex, anterior prefrontal cortex, inferior temporal regions, occipital
cortex, posterior cingulate, and precuneus. The fusiform gyrus is located in the inferior temporal
lobe and contains the fusiform face area which is responsible for face processing (Schultz et al.
2003).
Previous work has shown that women and men exhibit differences in their ability to remember
faces with women often outperforming men (Herlitz and Lovén 2013). Additionally, the
lateralization in this region has also been shown to differ based on gender; men exhibit more
rightward lateralized face processing while women exhibit more bilateral function (Proverbio et
al. 2006). In the VMPFC it has been reported that men and women exhibit differences in
lateralization as well with men exhibiting social, emotional, and decision making deficits
following lesions in the right VMPFC but not when the left VMPFC was involved. The opposite
finding was found in women (Tranel et al. 2005). Taken together, previous research supports the
findings of this paper. Connectivity measures with high feature weights in these regions may be
important for understanding the aforementioned gender differences in cognition and social
cognitive abilities which have been reported previously. Finally, the fusiform gyrus has been
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implicated in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (Trontel et al. 2013), which has a 4:1 propensity
towards males. Applying the approaches described this paper in children and individuals with ASD
will help determine if these gender differences are present early in life, prior to puberty, and
whether the FC differences, especially in inferior temporal and DFN regions, also extend to those
with ASD.
While the DMN demonstrated a prominent role in gender prediction, there were also other
networks that reported higher contributions. It is hard to distinguish the brain regions with more
important FC features for gender prediction based on the distribution of feature weight plot (Figure
4.5) as the significant FC features were scattered across the brain. This widespread distribution of
FC features were also found in our previous study for those with highly significant gender
differences (Zhang et al. 2016). However, the bar plots for the average feature weight on the
network level (Figure 4.5) identified two other sets of intra-network FC features: frontal-parietal
and sensorimotor. These two networks demonstrated higher feature weights for gender
classification. In our previous work Zhang et al. (2016), most FCs within the frontal and parietal
lobes were significantly different between males and females. Presence of higher average feature
weights in the frontal-parietal network may demonstrate a gender difference related to aspects of
attention such as error adaptation (Dosenbach et al. 2007), working memory (Hill et al. 2014) and
attentional control (Scolari et al. 2015). As for the sensorimotor network which is responsible for
integrating sensory and motor information, reliable gender difference with increased FC has been
previously reported (FC in male > female) (Weis et al. 2017). Well established gender differences
in spatial processing and sensorimotor speed (Ingalhalikar et al. 2014; Linn and Petersen 1985)
may be associated with the FC differences in the sensorimotor network. Moreover, lower
performance in spatial processing in patients with ASD have also been linked to the sensorimotor
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regions (Silk et al. 2006) and thus gender differences within the sensorimotor network may be
associated with gender differences in the prevalence of ASD.
4.4.4 Conclusions
Utilizing partial least squares regression techniques, gender classification based on rfMRI FC data
was implemented with a high classification accuracy around 80% for individual runs. By
combining multiple runs of rfMRI the classification accuracy increased to 85%. Further, we report
that intra-network connectivity in the DMN exhibited the greatest importance for gender
discrimination. In particular, FC pairs within the DMN containing the right fusiform gyrus and
right VMPFC exhibited large FC feature weights. Permutation tests, consistent findings across
different implementation schemes, and correspondence between FC feature weights and previous
reports of gender differences, demonstrate the reliability of gender prediction using rfMRI FC.
These findings hold important implications for future studies. A complete characterization of
gender differences is essential to accurately characterize cognitive and behavioral phenotypes and
their neural substrates. This study provides further support for the existence of gender differences
in brain connectivity and thus points to the need for studies examining brain structure and function
to carefully account for gender.
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Chapter 5
Test-retest reliability of dFC statistics
While rfMRI sFC measures the average FC over the entire rfMRI scan, dFC captures the temporal
variations of FC at shorter time windows. Although numerous studies have implemented dFC
analyses, the reliability of dFC across different rfMRI scans has not been rigorously investigated
and this shortcoming limits the biological interpretation of dFC. Here, we used a large cohort
(N=820) of subjects and four rfMRI scans from the HCP to systematically explore the relationship
between sFC, dFC and their test-retest reliabilities through intra-class correlation (ICC). dFC ICC
was explored through the sliding window approach with three dFC statistics (standard deviation,
ALFF, and excursion). Excursion demonstrated the highest dFC ICC and dFC ICC was generally
higher at window sizes less than 40 seconds. sFC and dFC were negatively correlated. While intranetwork FCs in the frontal-parietal, default mode, sensorimotor and visual networks demonstrated
high sFC and low dFC, ICCs of both sFC and dFC in these regions were higher. Compared to sFC
ICC, dFC ICC was lower, indicating that dFC was less reliable. While sFC and sFC ICC were
positively correlated, dFC and dFC ICC were negatively correlated, indicating that FC that was
more dynamic was less reliable. The above results were consistent across two brain atlases,
multiple window sizes and all three dFC statistics. In summary, dFC is less reliable than sFC and
additional experiments are required to better understand the neurophysiological relevance of dFC.
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5.1 Motivation
Most rfMRI studies derive sFC from fMRI time series between a pair of brain ROIs. Using this
approach, an implicit assumption made is that FC remains constant for the entire duration of fMRI
scan. These time averaged sFC metrics ignore the underlying temporal variations of FC which may
provide additional information about brain function. This temporal fluctuation of FC is referred to
as dFC and in recent years dFC has gained momentum in rfMRI studies (Allen et al. 2014; Chang
and Glover 2010; Hutchison et al. 2013; Leonardi and Van De Ville 2015; Lindquist et al. 2014).
In previous task fMRI studies, FC patterns for different fMRI tasks were reported to be distinct
(Gonzalez-Castillo et al. 2015) and that the structure of the functional brain network has been
demonstrated to be evolving during learning (Bassett et al. 2011). In rfMRI studies, the complex
spatiotemporal dFC patterns have been shown to represent the transient states of brain activity
(Hansen et al. 2015; Karahanoğlu and Van De Ville 2015) and may also be associated with subjects’
mental health condition (Damaraju et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2014; Sakoǧlu et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2015).

There currently exist a number of approaches for investigating dFC, such as time series modeling
(Engle 2002; Lindquist et al. 2014), time-frequency analysis (Liu et al. 2009b; Yaesoubi et al.
2015), co-activation pattern analysis (Liu and Duyn 2013) and hidden Markov modeling (Chen et
al. 2016; Eavani et al. 2013). Of these, the most widely used method is the sliding window analysis
(Allen et al., 2014; Falahpour et al., 2016; Leonardi and Van De Ville, 2015; Hutchison et al.,
2013; Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2014; Nomi et al., 2016; Zalesky et al., 2014) which due to its
simplicity and ease of implementation has been shown to facilitate identification of distinct brain
states and to reveal the dynamics of brain network properties (Allen et al. 2014; Choe et al. 2017;
Damaraju et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015; Zalesky et al. 2014). In sliding window analysis, minimal
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assumptions and data transformations are made and FC is derived using fixed-length, windowed
segments that slide over the full-length of rfMRI time series of brain ROIs (Zalesky et al., 2014;
Chang and Glover, 2010) or over modeled rfMRI time series from data-driven methods such as
independent component analysis (Choe et al. 2017). FC values are computed across all time
windows and a dFC summary statistic is derived to characterize the temporal fluctuations of FC
(Choe et al. 2017; Zalesky et al. 2014).

However, the low signal-to-noise ratio of the BOLD signal and the unconstrained spontaneous
nature of rfMRI activation make it hard to distinguish whether the observed temporal fluctuations
of FC are neural or non-neural (Calhoun et al. 2014; Hlinka and Hadrava 2015). Several studies
have been implemented to investigate the statistical significance of dFC statistics. Chang and
Glover (2010) and Zalesky et al. (2014) applied a vector autoregressive null model which
maintains only the stationary relationship between signals from a pair of brain regions so that a
null distribution and the p-value for a dFC statistic can be derived. Chang and Glover (2010)
examined the FCs between the posterior cingulate cortex and six other ROIs and reported the
presence of significant scale-dependent temporal variability by wavelet coherence analysis (N=12).
By comparing the actual data with sample null data, Zalesky et al. (2014) provided the statistical
evidence for the presence of FC transition at shorter time windows (N=10). Multiple brain ROIs
were reported to synchronously transition between low-efficiency and high-efficiency states.
Similarly, by the utilization of surrogate datasets, Abrol et al. (2017) confirmed that some of the
dFC statistics for brain states derived from sliding window analyses were statistically significant.
For independent age-matched groups of a large sample of ~7,000 subjects, Abrol et al. also
demonstrated the reproducibility of dFC statistics. The above studies focused on a single run of
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rfMRI data. They did not utilize multiple runs of data and did not answer the more fundamental
question of how reliable the dFC statistics of an individual subject are across multiple rfMRI scans.
As dFC statistics have been utilized at the individual level (Qin et al. 2015; Ramos-Nuñez et al.
2017; Rashid et al. 2016), their reliability is critical for the meaningful interpretation of individual
dFC differences and for understanding the corresponding functional and neurophysiological
relevance (Dubois and Adolphs 2016). The reliability of dFC statistics has to be carefully
examined before the dFC statistic can be applied for subsequent correlation or predictive analyses
in rfMRI studies (Calhoun et al. 2014; Hutchison et al. 2013). Compared to the sFC analyses, for
which the effect of various parameters (including eyes open condition, scan length, scan interval,
physiological noise correction, preprocessing steps etc.) on reliability has been comprehensively
investigated (Birn et al. 2014, 2013; Guo et al. 2012; Patriat et al. 2013; Shah et al. 2016; Termenon
et al. 2016; Varikuti et al. 2016; Zuo and Xing 2014), only a few studies have reported on the
reliability of dFC statistics using multiple rfMRI scans. Using an experimental rfMRI data of 21
subjects and two scans, Lindquist et al. (2014) applied dynamic conditional correlation for FCs
between the posterior cingulate cortex and five other ROIs. While a direct reliability metric was
not reported, the ranges of the estimated dynamic correlations were shown to vary significantly
both across subjects and for the same subject. Using the Human Connectome Project (HCP) S500
data release and independent component analysis, Choe et al. (2017) derived the variation of FC
using both sliding window (30, 60, and 120 time points) and dynamic conditional correlation
analyses. They then computed the reliability of dFC statistics such as the mean, variance, and
brain-state metrics. They noted that dynamic conditional correlation method outperformed the
sliding window method for the reliability of the variance measure and that the reliability of the
brain state-related dFC statistics was low. Reliability of dFC statistics as a function of a large range
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of window sizes and the spatiotemporal patterns of dFC reliability has not been comprehensively
explored.

Although previous studies have investigated the statistical significance of dFC statistics, they used
only a limited number of subjects and brain regions and did not investigate the reliability of dFC
statistics across multiple rfMRI scans. Even for the most widely used sliding window method, only
a few reliability evaluations have been implemented. Moreover, dFC reliability as a function of a
wide range of window sizes, the optimal window size and the best dFC statistic that maximizes
dFC reliability are not well established. Further, the spatial pattern of dFC reliability across the
whole brain and the associations between sFC, dFC and their reliabilities have not been explored.
In this study, we implement test-retest reliability evaluation of three dFC statistics (standard
deviation, ALFF, and excursion) for the sliding window approach, using a very large number of
subjects (N=820) from the HCP. The shorter repetition time (TR = 0.72s) and the availability of
four rfMRI runs make the HCP dataset well-suited to conduct reliability investigation for a wide
range of window sizes (from 20TR to 200TR). ROI time series were extracted using two different
brain atlases and the test-retest reliability was assessed using intra-class correlation (ICC)
coefficient (Shrout and Fleiss 1979). In addition, we examine the effect of sliding window size on
dFC, spatial patterns of dFC ICC and the associations between sFC, dFC, sFC ICC and dFC ICC.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Dataset
The rfMRI dataset used for this study is the same as used in Chapter 4. 820 subjects, for whom all
four rfMRI runs of data are available, are included.
5.2.2 Brain parcellation and sFC
In this study, two brain parcellations were investigated to explore the test-retest reliability of brain
networks: (1) the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas (AAL, Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and
(2) the DOS atlas (Dosenbach et al. 2010). The AAL atlas segments the brain into 116 regions (90
cortical/subcortical and 26 cerebellar/vermis regions) and has been widely applied in various brain
imaging studies (Park et al. 2013; Shirer et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2015). The 116 AAL ROIs can be
grouped into the following seven brain lobes by hierarchical clustering (Salvador et al. 2005):
frontal (FP), parietal (PA), temporal (TE), medial temporal (MT), occipital (OC), subcortical (SU),
and cerebellum (CE). The DOS atlas consists of 160 ROIs of 10mm-diameter spheres and was
defined through a meta-analysis of five task fMRI studies. The ROIs of the DOS atlas are grouped
into the following six functional networks: frontal-parietal (FP), default mode (DE), cinguloopercular (CO), sensorimotor (SE), occipital (OC), and cerebellum (CE) (Dosenbach et al. 2010).
The DOS atlas has been applied in numerous brain imaging studies and has been integrated into
several brain network toolboxes (Cao et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2011, 2015; Xia et al. 2013).

For each ROI, an average time series was computed using rfMRI time series of all voxels that fell
within the ROI, resulting in 116 and 160 time series for AAL and DOS atlases respectively. These
signals were further temporally bandpass filtered (0.01 – 0.1 Hz) to decrease the effects of lowfrequency drift and high-frequency physiological noise. For each subject and each rfMRI run, the
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sFC matrix was computed using Pearson’s correlations across the whole duration of rfMRI time
series between all pairs of ROIs. This results in, after removing duplicates, 6,670 and 12,720 sFC
elements in the sFC matrix for AAL and DOS atlases respectively.

5.2.3 Sliding window, dFC and dFC ICC
In Figure 5.1, the steps of deriving a dFC ICC map that corresponds to the test-retest reliability of
dFC across the brain are illustrated.

Figure 5. 1 Procedure of generating dFC ICC map. (a) Sliding windows were applied to bivariate
ROI time series, resulting in an FC value for each window to construct the FC time series. (b)
Three different dFC statistics (standard deviation, ALFF and excursion) were derived to
characterize the dynamic properties of the FC time series. (c) Each dFC statistic 𝑑w„ was repeated
for each of the 820 subjects and four runs of rfMRI data. (d) For each pair of ROIs, the test-retest
reliability of dFC statistic 𝑑 was calculated using ICC based on the between-subject and within93

subject variances of 𝑑. (e) Calculation of the ICC across all pairs of ROIs was implemented to
construct the dFC ICC map.

5.2.3.1 Sliding window analysis
Let the full duration of an ROI time series be 𝑇; 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑅 × 𝑁 where 𝑇𝑅 = 720𝑚𝑠 is the repetition
time and 𝑁 = 1200 is the number of time points. Let the width of the sliding window be 𝑤. 𝑤 =
𝑇𝑅 × 𝑛, where 𝑛 ∈ {20, 30, … , 200}. Based on simulation experiments, Leonardi and Van De
Ville (2015) illustrated that spurious fluctuations of FC time series may occur when the window
length was short with respect to the underlying fMRI frequency components. Thus, they suggested
applying high-pass filtering to the fMRI time series that removes frequency components below
1/𝑤 where 𝑤 is the size of the sliding window in seconds. We implemented this highpass filtering
in addition to the bandpass filtering (0.01–0.1 Hz) that was previously applied. We selected the
size of sliding window to range from 20TR to 200TR in increments of 10TR, as the frequencies
of the high-pass filtering and of the bandpass filtering overlap for the above range of window sizes.
¢

We excluded the window size of 10TR as the frequencies of the high-pass filtering (𝑓 > ¢‡©r 𝐻𝑧 =
¢
Ý.¥

𝐻𝑧 = 0.14𝐻𝑧) and of the bandpass filtering (0.01 to 0.1 Hz) do not overlap.

5.2.3.2 dFC statistics
The Pearson correlation coefficient between time series 𝑥 = (𝑥v , 𝑥v¬¢ , … , 𝑥v¬|£¢ ) and 𝑦 =
(𝑦v , 𝑦v¬¢ , … , 𝑦v¬|£¢ ) for 𝑡 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑁 − 𝑛 + 1 is expressed as:
𝜌v =
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(5.1)

Where 𝑥̅ = ∑|£¢
µ = ∑|£¢
wë‡ 𝑥v¬w /𝑛 , 𝑦
wë‡ 𝑦v¬w /𝑛.
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Here, 𝜌v captures the correlation within a sliding window 𝑤. The collection of 𝜌v across all sliding
windows constructs the FC time series 𝜌 = [𝜌¢ , 𝜌¥ , … , 𝜌í¬|£¢ ]. Dynamic fluctuations of FC time
series are quantified using the following three dFC statistics: standard deviation (Std), amplitude
of low frequency fluctuations (ALFF) and excursion (Excursion) and each of these measures are
further explained below.

Std
¢

𝑑‚v‘ = éí£| ∑í£|¬¢
(𝜌v − 𝜌̅ )¥
vë¢

(5.2)

where 𝜌̅ is the average correlation across all time windows. Standard deviation of the FC time
series, 𝜌, has been previously used as a measure of temporal variability of FC (Hindriks et al. 2016;
Keilholz et al. 2013; Tomasi et al. 2016).

ALFF
The ALFF was originally designed to measure the slow fluctuations of the resting brain (Zang et
al. 2007). In their analysis, the rfMRI time series was transformed into temporal frequencies
through fast Fourier transform and then amplitudes within the generally considered fMRI
frequency range (from 0.01 to 0.1 Hz) were averaged to estimate the ALFF statistic.

For the FC time series derived from sliding window analysis, the effect of a finite window size is
equivalent to applying a low-pass filter to the FC time series fluctuations with a cut-off frequency
1/𝑤 where 𝑤 is the size of the sliding window (Leonardi and Van De Ville 2015). To characterize
dFC through ALFF we summed up the frequency components from 0 to 1/𝑤 Hz.
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where 𝑛} is the number of frequency components and 𝛼w corresponds to the amplitude of the ith
frequency component. ALFF has been previously applied on FC time series to predict brain
maturity at the individual level (Qin et al. 2015).

Excursion
The excursion dFC statistic was first devised by Zalesky et al. (2014). A time point t is considered
as a median crossing point if the signs of 𝜌ðv = 𝜌v − 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝜌) and 𝜌ñv£¢ = 𝜌v£¢ − 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝜌)
are different and a pair of consecutive crossing points (𝑡ò , 𝑡ò¬¢ ) defines an excursion from the
median value. If there are a total of 𝐾 + 1 crossing points (including the starting and ending points
of the FC time series), the final statistic is derived as a summation across all excursions:
ö

𝑑y¤…•€‚w{| = ∑õòë¢ 𝑙òô ℎò

(5.4)

Where 𝑙ò = 𝑡ò¬¢ − 𝑡ò is the excursion length, ℎò = max {|𝜌ðv |: 𝑡ò ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑡ò¬¢ } is the excursion
height and 𝛼 and 𝛽 control the relative weighting between length and height of the excursion. We
set 𝛼 = 0.9 and 𝛽 = 1 as used in Zalesky et al. (2014).

5.2.3.3 Test-retest reliability through ICC
ICC is a statistical measure that quantifies the test-retest reliability (Shrout and Fleiss 1979) and
ICC has been extensively implemented in rfMRI (Birn et al. 2014, 2013; Shah et al. 2016;
Termenon et al. 2016; Zuo and Xing 2014). Here we define 𝑑w„ (𝑖 = 1,2, … 820 and 𝑗 = 1,2,3,4)
as the dFC statistic from the ith subject’s jth run. One-way random ANOVA model (with subject
as the random effect) was used to calculate the ICC and is given as,
𝑑w„ = 𝜇 + 𝑠w + 𝑒w„

(5.5)
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Where 𝜇 is the group mean of all the observations in the population, the subject effect 𝑠w is
identically distributed with zero mean and variance 𝜎ƒ¥ , the residual error term 𝑒w„ is identically
distributed with zero mean and variance 𝜎ú¥ . While the model decomposes the total variability into
between-subject variability 𝜎ƒ¥ and within-subject variability 𝜎ú¥ , ICC quantifies the relative
magnitude of variance between the two components and is given by,
ûê

ü
𝐼𝐶𝐶 = ûê ¬û
ê
ü

ý

(5.6)

An ICC value close to 0 represents poor reliability and an ICC value close to 1 indicates excellent
reliability. ICC for sFC is derived in a similar manner.

As each pair of ROIs generates an FC time series, the sFC and dFC matrices have the same size.
The sFC, dFC, sFC ICC and dFC ICC are of size 116 × 116 for the AAL atlas and 160 × 160 for
the DOS atlas. Once the ICC values are calculated, they can be categorized into different intervals
by commonly used ICC cutoffs (Wang et al. 2011; Zuo and Xing 2014). However, Termenon et
al. (2016) reported that it is more appropriate to assess reliability by the statistical significance of
ICC. We compute statistical significance using the F-statistic and the F-statistic is derived using
the following formula (McGraw and Wong 1996; Termenon et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2011):
𝐹=

¢¬t‹‹(ò£¢)
¢£t‹‹

(5.7)

where 𝑘 = 4 is the number of repeated scans. The corresponding p-value was then computed using
the F-statistic and the degrees of freedom 𝑑𝑓1 = 819, 𝑑𝑓2 = 2460 (for one-way ANOVA).
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 dFC ICC as a function of window size
dFC ICC for different window sizes from 20 to 200TR and two different brain atlases (DOS and
AAL) are illustrated in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. In Figure 5.2, dFC ICC values are averaged over all FC
pairs across the whole brain. The average dFC ICC for the DOS atlas was relatively lower than
that of the AAL atlas. However, for both atlases and all three dFC statistics, the average dFC ICC
initially demonstrated a monotonic increase to an early peak and then monotonically decreased.
The peak average dFC ICC values were observed at 50, 40 and 40 TR (for DOS) and 30, 30 and
30 TR (for AAL) for Std, ALFF and Excursion respectively. We also note that, among the three
dFC statistics, Excursion exhibited the highest dFC ICC for all window sizes and this result was
consistent for both AAL and DOS atlases.

Figure 5. 2 Average dFC ICC across the whole brain, as a function of window size (from 20 to
200TR) for three dFC statistics (Std, ALFF and Excursions).
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Figure 5. 3 Average dFC ICC between brain networks as a function of window size (from 20 to
200TR). The top row is for the DOS atlas (6 networks, 21 network pairs) and the bottom row is
for the AAL atlas (7 networks, 28 network pairs). For each network pair, dFC ICC values are
presented in color and the white dot indicates the location of the peak average dFC ICC. Intranetwork dFC ICC cases are illustrated in the top rows of the images, followed by inter-network
pairs. The DOS atlas networks are: FP, frontal-parietal; DE, default mode; CO, cingulo-opercular;
SE, sensorimotor; OC, occipital; CE, cerebellum. The AAL atlas networks are: FR, frontal; PA,
parietal; TE, temporal; MT, medial temporal; OC, occipital; SU, subcortical; CE, cerebellum.

In Figure 5.3 we illustrate dFC ICC at the network level. The ROIs were grouped into large brain
networks as described in the Methods section and the average dFC ICC between network pairs
were calculated. For the DOS atlas, the within FP network demonstrated the highest average dFC
ICC among all the network pairs. Other network pairs showing high dFC ICC were DE-DE, DEFP, OC-OC, and SE-SE. For the AAL atlas, the average ICC within OC network was the highest
while network pairs PA-PA, TE-TE, TE-PA, OC-PA and OC-TE showed higher average dFC ICC
among the others.
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In Figure 5.3 the peak dFC ICC for each network pair is indicated by a white dot. dFC ICC
followed an inverted U-curve as the window size increased or monotonically decreased if the peak
dFC ICC was at the smallest window size. In general, the peak window size occurs at less than
50TR, especially for network pairs that demonstrate higher ICC levels.

5.3.2 Associations between sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC

Figure 5. 4 sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC maps for the DOS atlas. For dFC derivation a sliding
window of 40TR and the Excursion statistic is applied. 160 ROIs are divided into six brain
networks and the dashed lines represent the network boundaries. (same figure with matched color
scales is presented in Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5. 5 sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC maps for the DOS atlas. For dFC derivation a sliding
window of 40TR and the Excursion statistic is applied. 160 ROIs are divided into six brain
networks and the dashed lines represent the network boundaries. (color scales are matched)

Whole brain sFC, dFC and their ICC maps are presented in Figure 5.4 (for the DOS atlas) and in
Figure 5.6 (for the AAL atlas). A sliding window of 40 TR and the Excursion statistic were selected
for the DOS atlas (Figure 5.4) while a sliding window of 30 TR and the Excursion statistic were
selected for the AAL atlas (Figure 5.6). These window sizes and Excursion as the dFC statistic
were chosen to be represents as they exhibited the highest average dFC ICC (Figure 5.2). The sFC
and dFC matrices were averaged across all 820 subjects and all four runs. The sFC ICC map of
the DOS atlas indicated that the frontal-parietal, default mode, sensorimotor, and occipital
networks demonstrated high sFC reliability. The sFC ICC pattern was smoother for the AAL atlas
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compared to the DOS atlas as the AAL ROI time series were derived by averaging a larger number
of voxels. The sFC ICC map of the AAL atlas indicated that frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital
regions demonstrated high sFC reliability. After applying Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons at 𝑝 < 0.05, 99.89% (12,706 out of 12,720) of DOS sFC ICCs and 99.96% (6,667
out of 6,670) of AAL sFC ICCs remained statistically significant.

Figure 5. 6 sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC maps for the AAL atlas. For dFC derivation a sliding
window of 30TR and the Excursion statistic is applied. 116 ROIs are divided into seven brain
networks and the dashed lines represent the network boundaries. (color scales are matched)

Overall, the dFC ICCs were lower than sFC ICCs. For the DOS atlas 31.97% (4,067 out of 12,720)
of the dFC ICCs and for the AAL atlas 72.40% (4,829 out of 6,670) of the dFC ICCs remained
significant after Bonferroni correction at 𝑝 < 0.05. However, the spatial distribution of dFC ICC
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was similar to that of sFC ICC, indicating that FCs that demonstrated high sFC ICC also
demonstrated high dFC ICC. Intra-network FCs in the frontal-parietal, default mode, sensorimotor
and occipital networks showed high sFC ICC and these networks also demonstrated high sFC but
low dFC. This pattern was also noted in some regions of the default mode–occipital FCs and
cerebellum–occipital FCs.

Figure 5. 7 Associations between sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC of the DOS atlas across the
brain, as heat maps for all FC pairs; sliding window size = 40TR with Excursion as the dFC statistic.
Red arrows indicate positive correlations and blue arrows indicate negative correlations.

In order to quantitatively investigate the associations between sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC,
in Figure 5.7 we present scatter plots between these measures across all FC pairs. Two strongly
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positive and two strongly negative correlations are observed. Positive correlations were noted
between sFC and sFC ICC (r = +0.58) and between sFC ICC and dFC ICC (r = +0.79). Negative
correlations were noted between sFC and dFC (r = -0.88) and between dFC and dFC ICC (r = 0.82). Higher sFC generally corresponded to higher sFC ICC and lower dFC. A stronger sFC
showed less dynamic fluctuation but the dFC was more reliable. Conversely, a higher dFC
corresponded to a lower dFC ICC. Similar correlation associations were reported for the AAL atlas
as well (Figure 5.8). Robustness of these associations for different sliding window sizes and dFC
statistics for both the DOS and AAL atlases is presented in Figure 5.9. Correlation values reported
in Figure 5.9 are all statistically significant (𝑝 < 1𝐸 − 10).
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Figure 5. 8 Associations between sFC, sFC ICC, dFC and dFC ICC of the AAL atlas across the
brain, as heat maps for all FC pairs; sliding window size = 30TR and the dFC statistic is the
Excursion. Red arrows indicate positive correlations and blue arrows indicate negative correlations.
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Figure 5. 9 Correlation coefficients between sFC, dFC, sFC ICC and dFC ICC, as a function of
two brain atlases (DOS and AAL), three dFC statistics (Std, ALFF, Excursion) and 19 sliding
window sizes (from 20 to 200TR).
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5.4 Discussions and conclusions
5.4.1 Associations between sFC, dFC and their ICCs
One major contribution of this study is characterizing the reliability of dFC through ICC and
capturing the relationship between dFC and dFC ICC. One set of exemplar spatial maps and
associations between sFC, dFC and their ICCs were illustrated in Figure 5.4 and 5.7. For sFC,
more than 99.5% of the ICCs are statistically significant under the strict Bonferroni criterion. The
reported positive correlation between sFC and sFC ICC indicates that a higher sFC is generally
accompanied by a higher sFC ICC and indicated that higher sFC is more reliable. At the same time,
dFC demonstrates a strong negative correlation with sFC. Given that the sFC characterizes an
overall FC level for the whole duration of the rfMRI scan, this anti-correlation between sFC and
dFC statistics clearly illustrates that the FC fluctuation is reduced when the average FC strength is
high and vice versa (Thompson and Fransson 2015; Zalesky et al. 2014). The functional
significance of this finding is discussed in the next section.

Overall, dFC ICC is lower compared to sFC ICC, indicating that studies should be cautious when
implementing dFC analyses and while inferring findings from dFC statistics. While sFC is
positively correlated with sFC ICC, the distinctive finding about the dFC is that the dFC statistic
is strongly negatively correlated with the dFC ICC. The fact that dFC ICC decreases as the dFC
statistic increases reveals that, compared to sFC, the dFC statistics derived by the sliding window
method are more susceptible to biological and other forms of noise. A dFC statistic with a high
statistical significance but a low reliability should be used with caution in studies that associate
dFC with brain function and behavior. Finally, all the above-mentioned positive and negative
correlations would lead to the strong positive correlation between sFC ICC and dFC ICC, which
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states that the sFC ICC and dFC ICC of the same FC pair are commensurate. A high sFC ICC
generally corresponds to a high dFC ICC and regions with both high sFC ICC and high dFC ICC
will be discussed in the next section.

5.4.2 Spatial pattern of dFC and dFC ICC
Figure 5.4 indicates that the within-network sFC is high in the frontal-parietal, default mode,
sensorimotor and occipital networks. In these networks, we also note that the dFC statistic is low
but dFC ICC is high. The negative correlation between sFC and dFC we present here has been
reported previously (Choe et al. 2017; Zalesky et al. 2014). Choe et al. (2017) showed that withinnetwork FC involving visual, cognitive control, and default mode regions demonstrated lower
variance than the neighboring inter-network FC. As these within-network FC features are less
dynamic, they demonstrated a relatively consistent profile across brain states (especially obvious
for the visual network, Figure 9-11 in Choe et al. 2017). Zalesky et al. (2014) applied a timeaveraged modular decomposition analysis which assumed that the communities of brain regions
were dynamically configured. Intra-modular connections from the visual, default mode and
somatomotor modules were found to be more static while the inter-modular connections were more
dynamic. Zalesky et al. (2014) also reported that dynamic connections were significantly more
prevalent between spatially distant regions and the most dynamic connections were the
connections with the weakest sFC. Less dynamic intra-network FC of frontal-parietal, default
mode, sensorimotor and visual networks indicates stable canonical local processing in these
regions. The more flexible FC, with low time-averaged sFC and high dFC, indicates temporal
reconfiguration of the brain’s modular structure to facilitate transient psychological states that
require dynamic integrations of brain functions (Chang and Glover 2010; Cole et al. 2013).
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In this study, in addition to replicating previously reported dFC patterns, we also report the
reliability of the sFC and dFC patterns. The negative correlation between dFC and dFC ICC can
be utilized to guide studies on how to incorporate dFC features more appropriately. Although intranetwork dFC is low in the frontal-parietal, default mode, sensorimotor and occipital networks, dFC
ICC in these areas is high and hence dFC in these regions may be of greater use in studies exploring
the functional or biological relevance of the FC fluctuations. FC features, e.g. inter-network
connections, that show high dFC but low dFC ICC, should be used more cautiously and
interpretations based on such dFC statistics should be restricted.

5.4.3 dFC ICC as a function of window size
In this study, we examined dFC ICC for a range of sliding window sizes from 20 to 200TR
corresponding to 14.4 to 144 seconds, covering a large range of window sizes and providing
support for selection of window size from the reliability perspective. The trade-off between large
and small window sizes is that, a large window can be insensitive to transient changes while a
small window may generate spurious fluctuations. While previous analytical methods provide
guidelines for the choice of window size (Leonardi and Van De Ville 2015; Zalesky and
Breakspear 2015), studies generally adopt two ways of investigating dFC using the sliding window
approach, either with the choice of one particular window size (Allen et al. 2014; Rashid et al.
2014; Thompson and Fransson 2015; Zalesky et al. 2014) or with a range of window sizes
(Gonzalez-Castillo et al. 2015; Qin et al. 2015). In Gonzalez-Castillo et al. (2015), robust tracking
of cognitive states was achieved for windows as short as 22.5 seconds. In Qin et al. (2015), age
prediction for window sizes within a range of 30 to 64 seconds was highly significant. To explore
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the reliability of sliding window dFC statistics, Lindquist et al. (2014) designed simulation
experiments using four window sizes: 15, 30, 60 and 120 time points. It was reported that dFC
statistics with sliding windows of 60 or 120 time points were most reliable. Choe et al. (2017)
indicated that the reliability of dFC statistics decreased as the window size increased from 22 to
86 seconds. Our results demonstrated that the average dFC ICC followed an inverted U curve and
this result was consistent across two brain atlases and three different dFC statistics. The ICC curves
in Figure 5.2 suggest that the peak ICC averaged across the whole brain occurred at window sizes
from 30 to 50TR (21.6 to 36 seconds). ICC averaged within individual network pairs displayed
similar results (Figure 5.3), with most peaks appearing at a window size of 50TR or less. Results
from this study indicate that a window size of 30-60 seconds, as used in previous studies (Allen et
al. 2014; Leonardi and Van De Ville 2015; Qin et al. 2015; Rashid et al. 2014; Zalesky et al. 2014;
Zalesky and Breakspear 2015) achieves reasonable dFC reliability. While the overall trend of the
dFC ICC as a function of window size is consistent, the choice of brain atlas, dFC statistic, and
network pair has an effect on the optimal window size that maximizes dFC ICC.

5.4.4 dFC models and statistics
While various models have been utilized to characterize dynamics of FC (Bassett et al. 2015;
Chang and Glover 2010; Hutchison et al. 2013; Lindquist et al. 2014), this study focuses on the
sliding window approach and compares the reliability of three dFC statistics. As an easy-to-use
and popular method to model FC fluctuations, the sliding window analysis has been successfully
applied in many previous studies (Allen et al. 2014; Damaraju et al. 2014; Gonzalez-Castillo et al.
2015; Nomi et al. 2016; Qin et al. 2015; Rashid et al. 2016; Zalesky et al. 2014) while some other
studies have questioned this approach (Choe et al. 2017; Hindriks et al. 2016; Lindquist et al. 2014).
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As only a few studies have investigated the reliability of dFC using the sliding window method,
more experiments as ours are required to direct more appropriate implementations of sliding
window dFC analyses to derive more reliable dFC associations with brain function. One important
point in evaluating the reliability of dFC statistics is that the methodological details may greatly
influence the results. While Choe et al. (2017) reported low reliability of a few dFC brain state
measures, Abrol et al. (2017) demonstrated reproducible dynamic patterns and claimed that the
disparity of results with respect to Choe et al. could be attributed to methodological differences in
the initialization of the clustering analysis. Therefore, dFC studies should provide all processing
steps and parameters used when reporting their results. In this study, we investigated three dFC
statistics (Std (Choe et al. 2017; Thompson and Fransson 2015), ALFF (Qin et al. 2015) and the
non-linear Excursion (Zalesky et al. 2014)). All three measures exhibited similar results for the
spatial pattern of dFC ICC, the trend of dFC ICC across different window sizes, and the correlation
between sFC ICC and dFC ICC. The Excursion statistic showed consistently higher dFC ICC
compared to the other two measures. However, as indicated in Varikuti et al. (2016), the improved
reliability can come at the expense of potentially poorer biological validity. Compromises are
necessary between maximizing test-retest reliability and removing variance that may be nonneuronal. Considering that validity and reliability are two important aspects for studies exploring
individual differences of fMRI (Dubois and Adolphs 2016), one solution to confirm the neural
relevance of the FC fluctuations is to integrate with other imaging modalities (Hutchison et al.
2013). In this study, we implemented an age prediction experiment using the dFC statistic as
predictors and will discuss the results in the next section.
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5.4.5 Age prediction by dFC statistics
In addition to investigating the reliability of dFC as a function of both the window size and the
choice of dFC statistic, we checked if dFC statistics can be used to effectively predict individual
biological features and what is the effect of derivation parameters on prediction performance. In
our recent studies (Zhang et al. 2016, 2018), age and gender have been demonstrated to have
significant effect on FC and gender can be effectively predicted using sFC. In this study, as an
extension, we evaluated the effect of window size and dFC statistic on age prediction performance
and compared these results with the effect of window size and dFC statistic on the reliability of
dFC. As in our gender prediction study (Zhang et al. 2018) which predicted gender using rfMRI
sFC, we utilized partial least squares regression (PLSR) for age prediction using rfMRI dFC. PLSR
can be considered as a supervised version of principal component analysis and PLSR derives linear
combinations of the original predictors so that the newly generated latent variables effectively
predict the target variable (Abdi 2010). PLSR has been demonstrated to be well suited for
exploring associations between brain’s functional activity and subject behavior (Krishnan et al.
2011; McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004; Qin et al. 2015; Ziegler et al. 2013). A ten-fold crossvalidation with ten PLSR components was implemented, across all window sizes and the three
dFC statistics (Std, ALFF, and Excursion). For each window size and each dFC statistic, 12,720
and 6,670 dFC features from all 820 subjects were fed into the predictive model, for the DOS and
the AAL atlases respectively. Further details of the predictive modeling can be found in Zhang et
al. (2018).

Age prediction performance was evaluated by the correlation coefficient between actual and
predicted ages (Finn et al. 2015b; Qin et al. 2015) for various sliding window sizes and dFC
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statistics. Figure 5.10 illustrates that dFC features derived using the AAL atlas performed better
than those of the DOS atlas for age prediction. The prediction correlation curves, as a function of
sliding window size, demonstrated an approximate inverted U shape across window sizes.
Correlation coefficients oscillated up to a window size of 140TR and then steadily decreased for
larger windows. The optimal sliding window sizes, in terms of the prediction performance, for the
DOS atlas were 70, 70 and 90TR for the Std, ALFF, and Excursion respectively. The optimal
sliding window sizes for the AAL atlas were 40, 50, and 50TR for the Std, ALFF, and Excursion
respectively. As shown in Figure 5.10, compared to the other two dFC statistics, the Excursion
statistic exhibited generally the highest (at least as comparable as other two dFC statistics for
several window sizes) prediction accuracy indicating that this specific dFC statistic may perform
better in maximizing reliability as well as maintaining individual differences of brain functions.
Results from this study can help identify dFC models and dFC statistics that maximize the
reliability and utility of dFC statistics.
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Figure 5. 10 Age prediction performance using dFC statistics as features. Age prediction
performance was assessed by the correlation coefficient between actual and predicted ages. For
each window size and each dFC statistic, prediction was implemented by utilizing the dFC
statistics across the brain as predictive features in PLSR. Prediction correlation coefficients were
averaged across four runs of rfMRI data.
5.4.6 Conclusions
Utilizing four runs of rfMRI from 820 subjects from the HCP, this study investigated the test-retest
reliability of sFC and dFC statistics derived through the sliding window approach. While the sFC
ICC and dFC ICC were positively correlated, dFC statistics with high values were less reliable.
FCs illustrating a higher ICC for both sFC and dFC included intra-network connections in frontalparietal, default mode, sensorimotor and occipital networks. The variation of dFC ICC across
window sizes demonstrated an inverted U shape with the peak locations appearing at less than
50TR. Among the three dFC statistics that characterize FC fluctuations, the Excursion achieved
the highest reliability and the highest age prediction accuracy. This systematic exploration of
reliability for dFC statistics is helpful to understand the implication of dFC and would instruct
appropriate applications of sliding window analysis to derive a dFC statistic that is associated with
brain functions.
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Chapter 6
Prediction of individual biological and behavioral measures
with sFC and dFC
One important application of FC features is to predict individual biological and behavioral subject
measures. While previous studies mainly focused on predictive modeling using sFC features,
recent studies have begun using dFC statistics as they may potentially provide additional
information about brain function. Studies typically use a small number of subjects and prediction
accuracies between sFC and dFC are compared. However, the generalizability of prediction
performance to a large cohort is not clear. Moreover, how much additional information dFC
statistics bring to the predictive power has not been investigated. In this study, we implement
experiments that systematically explore the predictability of individual biological and behavioral
measures using sFC and dFC. The dimensions of our exploration include type of FC feature (sFC,
dFC and sFC+dFC), the subject measures to be predicted (age, fluid intelligence, and two language
scores), machine learning algorithms (Ridge, PLSR, and RF), and dFC parameters (sliding window
size and dFC statistic). Initial results are shown in this chapter, illustrating that individual subject
measures can be significantly predicted by FC features. While dFC by itself performs worse than
sFC in prediction accuracy, if appropriate parameters and models are utilized, adding dFC features
to sFC can significantly increase the predictive power. High functioning brain systems, such as
default mode, cingulo-opercular, and sensorimotor networks, mainly contribute to individual
characterization. This study facilitates understanding the association between sFC and dFC and
the utility of FC features in predicting individual subject measures.
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6.1 Motivation
Up to this point of the thesis, we have discussed about two types of FC statistics derived from
rfMRI data: sFC and dFC. Chapter 3 explored the gender and age effects on sFC and the
subsequently derived graph properties. Chapter 4 implemented a gender prediction experiment
using sFC as predictors. Chapter 5 investigated the test-retest reliability of dFC statistics by the
sliding window method and also explored the association between sFC and dFC statistics. While
sFC represents average strength of the functional connections between ROIs during the scanning
period, dFC statistics characterize variation of those functional connections on shorter temporal
scales. Therefore, characterization of dFC may provide additional information about brain function.
As predicting personality traits and building a science of individual differences from rfMRI is
potentially useful but challenging (Dubois et al. 2018; Dubois and Adolphs 2016), recent studies
inspired by the fast evolving dFC analyses have implemented predictive modeling of individual
subject measure by dFC features and compared the performance with sFC features (Chen et al.
2017; Chiang et al.; Liu et al. 2017). However, in previous studies sizes of the rfMRI datasets were
small (N<200). As such the generalizability of prediction performance is not clear. Different types
of sFC and dFC statistics have been derived and compared to evaluate the prediction performance
but the effect of combining sFC and dFC features together has not been explored. How much
additional information the dFC is adding to the sFC in predictive modeling is unknown. In this
study, we implement a prediction experiment of individual biological and behavioral measures
using three types of FC features: sFC, dFC and sFC+dFC. A large rfMRI dataset (N=820) from
the HCP is utilized and multiple subject measures and machine learning algorithms are applied.
Results of this study will demonstrate the utility of FC statistics in predicting individual subject
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measures for a large number of subjects and also help better understand the association between
sFC and dFC.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Dataset
rfMRI data from 820 HCP subjects as presented in Chapter 4 and 5 are used in this study. Data
from all four rfMRI runs are included. Four biological and behavioral subject measures are
predicted: age (Age_in_Yrs), fluid intelligence (PMAT24_A_CR), picture vocabulary
(PicVocab_AgeAdj) and oral reading recognition (ReadEng_AgeAdj). These subject measures are
arbitrarily selected as the objective of this predictive modeling is to investigate the utility of FC
features in predicting biological and behavioral measures.

6.2.2 FC features
FC statistics across the whole brain serve as predictors or features in the predictive modeling.
Using the DOS atlas (for brevity in this chapter we only present results for the DOS atlas), sFC
and dFC features are derived, as illustrated in Chapter 4 and 5. FC features are averaged across the
four runs of rfMRI data. Three types of FC features are fed into the machine learning algorithms:
sFC, dFC and sFC+dFC, corresponding to 12,720, 12,720, 25,440 features respectively. While
there is only one set of sFC features, for dFC there are two dimensions of variations: window size
(20 to 200TR) and the choice of dFC statistic (Std, ALFF, and Excursion).
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6.2.3 Machine learning models
As introduced in Section 2.3.4, high dimensionality and multi-collinearity are two characteristics
of FC features. To achieve effective prediction of individual subject measures by these FC features,
three machine learning models (Ridge regression, PLSR, and random forest (RF) regression)
introduced in Chapter 2 are implemented in this study. The scikit-learn python package
(http://scikit-learn.org) is utilized to implement prediction. Hyper-parameters to be tuned by cross
validation are: regularization strength (alpha= [0.1, 1, 10]) for the Ridge regression, number of
components (n_components= [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]) for PLSR, and maximum depth of decision tree
(max_depth= [5, 10, 15]) for RF regression. For the RF model, the number of trees is set to 200
and maximum number of features to check at each split is set to ‘sqrt’ (the number of features to
check for potential split variable is the square root of the total number of features).

6.2.4 Cross validation and model evaluation
A nested five-fold cross validation is applied in this study. While the inner loop tunes the hyperparameters and trains the model, the outer loop implements the prediction on test subjects using
the trained model. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the observed subject measures and
the predicted subject measures is the performance index used to evaluate the prediction model. To
quantify the statistical significance of the prediction performance, a null distribution is derived in
which the order of target variable is randomized to construct the null model (introduced in Section
4.2.4). To characterize the feature importance of each FC feature, unlike in Chapter 4 where a
bootstrap resampling was applied and the bootstrap ratio was calculated, in this study a slightly
different scheme is applied. For example, a distribution of regression coefficient for a specific FC
feature using Ridge regression is derived by a large number of trials where in each trial the splitting
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of subjects in cross validation is randomized. Then the FC-wise feature importance is calculated
as the ratio of mean and standard deviation of that distribution. The ROI-wise feature importance
is derived by dividing each FC-wise feature importance by two, assigning those two halves equally
to the corresponding two ROIs, and summing up the ROI feature importance values across all
other ROIs (for positive and negative feature importance separately, as applied in Dosenbach et al.
2010).

To be more conservative, given the family structure of the HCP subjects, to ensure that subjects in
one family are within a training, validation or test set, a separate group label is included so that
subjects of the same group label are within one set to avoid data leaking (the GroupKFold feature
in scikit-learn).
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Prediction performance as a function of FC feature type, machine learning model, and dFC
parameter
Results of predicting individual subject’s biological or behavioral measure by FC features are
shown in Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.4, for the four subject measures separately. Pearson correlation
coefficients between observed and predicted measures are shown as a function of FC feature type
(sFC, dFC and sFC+dFC), machine learning model (Ridge, PLSR and RF), dFC sliding window
size (20 to 200TR), and dFC statistic (Std, ALFF, Excursion). In order to better compare the results
between sFC, dFC and sFC+dFC, the prediction performance of sFC (corr_sFC) is indicated and
the prediction performance of dFC and sFC+dFC are shown as their difference with sFC:
corr_dFC-corr_sFC, corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC. As such, for dFC and sFC+dFC features, a value
above zero indicates a better prediction accuracy compared to sFC and a value below zero indicates
a poorer prediction accuracy compared to sFC.

The observations are: (1) For all four subject measures (age, fluid intelligence, picture vocabulary,
and oral reading recognition), among the three machine learning models, RF performs the worst.
While the Ridge always gives the highest prediction accuracy, PLSR generally demonstrates a
very comparable result with the Ridge. (2) For the investigated machine learning algorithms and
dFC statistics, except for rare cases (e.g. fluid intelligence prediction using the ALFF statistic from
100 to 190TR), dFC feature by itself hardly provides a better prediction compared to sFC. (3) In
many cases, combining dFC with sFC features marginally increase the prediction accuracy and
this improvement is dependent on machine learning algorithm and dFC parameter. Moreover,
when the dFC prediction accuracy is high, the corresponding sFC+dFC prediction accuracy is also
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high. For all four subject measures, sFC+dFC achieves the highest prediction accuracy. (4) The
combination of predictive model and dFC parameters that generates the highest prediction
accuracy varies across different subject measures. Table 6.1 lists the machine learning model and
dFC parameters for the highest corr_sFCdFC for each subject measure.

Table 6. 1 Machine learning model and dFC parameters that correspond to the highest prediction
accuracy for each subject measure
Subject measure

maximum
corr_sFCdFC

machine
learning model

Age
Fluid intelligence
Picture vocabulary
Oral reading recognition

0.440
0.257
0.311
0.233

Ridge
Ridge
Ridge
Ridge

dFC
window
size
30TR
30TR
130TR
70TR

dFC
statistic

corr_sFC/
corr_dFC

Excursion
ALFF
Excursion
Std

0.422/0.262
0.217/0.234
0.300/0.225
0.223/0.167
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Figure 6. 1 Age prediction performance presented as Pearson correlation coefficient between
observed and predicted values, as a function of FC feature type (sFC, dFC, sFC+dFC), machine
learning model (Ridge, PLSR, RF), dFC sliding window size (20 to 200TR), and dFC statistic (Std,
ALFF, Excursion). The prediction performance of sFC is indicated as corr_sFC and the highest
corr_sFC among the three machine learning models is displayed in red. The prediction
performance of dFC and sFC+dFC are shown as a difference value with sFC, indicated as
corr_dFC-corr_sFC and corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC respectively. A bar value above zero indicates
improvement in prediction accuracy compared to sFC and a bar value below zero indicates poorer
prediction accuracy compared to sFC.
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Figure 6. 2 Fluid intelligence prediction performance presented as Pearson correlation coefficient
between observed and predicted values, as a function of FC feature type (sFC, dFC, sFC+dFC),
machine learning model (Ridge, PLSR, RF), dFC sliding window size (20 to 200TR), and dFC
statistic (Std, ALFF, Excursion). The prediction performance of sFC is indicated as corr_sFC and
the highest corr_sFC among the three machine learning models is displayed in red. The prediction
performance of dFC and sFC+dFC are shown as a difference value with sFC, indicated as
corr_dFC-corr_sFC and corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC respectively. A bar value above zero indicates
improvement in prediction accuracy compared to sFC and a bar value below zero indicates poorer
prediction accuracy compared to sFC.
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Figure 6. 3 Picture vocabulary prediction performance presented as Pearson correlation coefficient
between observed and predicted values, as a function of FC feature type (sFC, dFC, sFC+dFC),
machine learning model (Ridge, PLSR, RF), dFC sliding window size (20 to 200TR), and dFC
statistic (Std, ALFF, Excursion). The prediction performance of sFC is indicated as corr_sFC and
the highest corr_sFC among the three machine learning models is displayed in red. The prediction
performance of dFC and sFC+dFC are shown as a difference value with sFC, indicated as
corr_dFC-corr_sFC and corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC respectively. A bar value above zero indicates
improvement in prediction accuracy compared to sFC and a bar value below zero indicates poorer
prediction accuracy compared to sFC.
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Figure 6. 4 Oral reading recognition prediction performance presented as Pearson correlation
coefficient between observed and predicted values, as a function of FC feature type (sFC, dFC,
sFC+dFC), machine learning model (Ridge, PLSR, RF), dFC sliding window size (20 to 200TR),
and dFC statistic (Std, ALFF, Excursion). The prediction performance of sFC is indicated as
corr_sFC and the highest corr_sFC among the three machine learning models is displayed in red.
The prediction performance of dFC and sFC+dFC are shown as a difference value with sFC,
indicated as corr_dFC-corr_sFC and corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC respectively. A bar value above zero
indicates improvement in prediction accuracy compared to sFC and a bar value below zero
indicates poorer prediction accuracy compared to sFC.
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6.3.2 Statistical significance of the higher prediction accuracy after adding dFC features
For the results shown in Figure 6.1 to 6.4, the prediction is run for one trial. Therefore, for the
cases where the prediction accuracy is increased after adding dFC statistics as additional features
(corr_sFCdFC>corr_sFC), statistical significance of the difference is unknown. Prediction of 20
trials (each differs in the splitting of subjects in cross validation) is implemented to examine the
statistical significance of difference between corr_sFCdFC and corr_sFC and the results are shown
in Figure 6.5. One tailed two sample t-test is applied to indicate whether corr_sFCdFC is
significantly larger than corr_sFC. Results in Figure 6.5 indicate that in the one trial prediction
experiment (Figure 6.1 to 6.4) a larger value of corr_sFCdFC-corr_sFC generally corresponds to
a more significant increase in the prediction accuracy. This experiment provides statistical
evidence that compared to sFC itself combining dFC and sFC with appropriate parameters can
significantly increase the predictive power for individual subject measures.
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Figure 6. 5 Statistical test of the effect of adding dFC features on prediction accuracy for individual
subject measures. Age prediction by PLSR using the Excursion as the dFC feature (left) and fluid
intelligence prediction by PLSR using the ALFF as the dFC feature (right) are shown. The top row
presents the one trial results extracted from Figure 6.1 and 6.2. The bottom row illustrates the
results of 20 trials for the prediction accuracy (corr_sFCdFC vs. corr_sFC) where mean and
standard deviation (as the errorbar) are shown. One-star symbol represents that corr_sFCdFC is
significantly larger than corr_sFC for p<0.05 and two-star symbol represents that corr_sFCdFC is
significantly larger than corr_sFC for p<0.05 Bonferroni corrected.
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6.3.3 Scatter plot and statistical significance of prediction

Figure 6. 6 Scatter plot of observed individual subject measure vs. predicted individual subject
measure. Two exemplar plots correspond to the highest prediction accuracy for age and fluid
intelligence shown in Table 6.1. Statistical significance p value is derived by the permutation test
with 1000 repetitions or trials. The blue line is the linear regression line indicating the positive
correlation between observed and predicted subject measures. The green and red lines represent
the lower and upper bounds for the 95% prediction intervals, calculated from 100 trials of different
splits in cross validation.

To better understand the predictive power of FC features, scatter plot and statistical significance
of the prediction are derived for the highest prediction accuracy for age and fluid intelligence listed
in Table 6.1. Positive correlations between the observed and predicted individual subject measures
are shown and the statistical significance of prediction is confirmed by permutation tests. Most
scatter points are within the 95% prediction interval.
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6.3.4 Distribution of feature importance for prediction

Figure 6. 7 Distribution of feature importance for prediction of age by the Ridge regression using
the Excursion at 30TR as dFC feature. Four sets of features are explored: sFC in sFC prediction,
dFC in dFC prediction, sFC in sFC+dFC prediction, and dFC in sFC+dFC prediction. Since there
are both positive and negative feature importance, a total of eight maps are provided. Two ways
of demonstrating distribution of feature importance are included: at the network level (feature
importance of FC features within a pair of networks is summed up) and at the ROI level (feature
importance of ROIs is derived as introduced in Section 6.2.4).
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Figure 6. 8 Distribution of feature importance for prediction of fluid intelligence by the Ridge
regression using the ALFF at 30TR as dFC feature. Four sets of features are explored: sFC in sFC
prediction, dFC in dFC prediction, sFC in sFC+dFC prediction, and dFC in sFC+dFC prediction.
Since there are both positive and negative feature importance, a total of eight maps are provided.
Two ways of demonstrating distribution of feature importance are included: at the network level
(feature importance of FC features within a pair of networks is summed up) and at the ROI level
(feature importance of ROIs is derived as introduced in Section 6.2.4).
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Figure 6. 9 Distribution of feature importance for prediction of picture vocabulary by the Ridge
regression using the Excursion at 130TR as dFC feature. Four sets of features are explored: sFC
in sFC prediction, dFC in dFC prediction, sFC in sFC+dFC prediction, and dFC in sFC+dFC
prediction. Since there are both positive and negative feature importance, a total of eight maps are
provided. Two ways of demonstrating distribution of feature importance are included: at the
network level (feature importance of FC features within a pair of networks is summed up) and at
the ROI level (feature importance of ROIs is derived as introduced in Section 6.2.4).
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Figure 6. 10 Distribution of feature importance for prediction of oral reading recognition by the
Ridge regression using the Std at 70TR as dFC feature. Four sets of features are explored: sFC in
sFC prediction, dFC in dFC prediction, sFC in sFC+dFC prediction, and dFC in sFC+dFC
prediction. Since there are both positive and negative feature importance, a total of eight maps are
provided. Two ways of demonstrating distribution of feature importance are included: at the
network level (feature importance of FC features within a pair of networks is summed up) and at
the ROI level (feature importance of ROIs is derived as introduced in Section 6.2.4).

To demonstrate the distribution of feature importance in the predictive model, four sets of
predictions that illustrate the highest prediction accuracy for each subject measure investigated
(Table 6.1) are explored. Both the distribution on the network level (top row of Figure 6.7 to 6.10)
and on the ROI level (bottom row of Figure 6.7 to 6.10) are presented. A positive feature
importance indicates that the corresponding FC feature is positively correlated with the predicted
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subject measure and a negative feature importance indicates that the corresponding FC feature is
negatively correlated with the predicted subject measure. At first, it is observed that while the
distributions of feature importance for sFC in sFC prediction and for sFC in sFC+dFC prediction
are very similar, there are subtle differences between distributions of feature importance for dFC
in dFC prediction and for dFC in sFC+dFC prediction. This indicates that when sFC and dFC
features are combined to implement the prediction, the role of dFC features are adjusted more than
the sFC features. Secondly, while the positive and negative regions of feature importance for some
cases (e.g. in Figure 6.7, 6.9, and 6.10) are mutually exclusive, in other cases such as in Figure 6.8
regions demonstrating high positive and high negative feature importance are highly overlapping.
Finally, across all four subject measures explored, three networks including default mode, cinguloopercular, and sensorimotor networks demonstrate a higher importance than the remaining
networks indicating that FC features of the higher functioning systems mainly contribute to
individual characterization. It should also be noted that these brain regions that show high feature
importance in the prediction experiment also demonstrate high sFC and dFC reliabilities (see
Chapter 5, Figure 5.4 to 5.6), making the findings of predictive modeling meaningful in practice.
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Chapter 7
Summary
7.1 rfMRI analytic pipeline
This thesis focuses on studies of functional connectome of resting state human brain, associating
FC statistics derived from rfMRI data with individual biological and behavioral measures. Due to
the low signal-to-noise ratio characteristic of fMRI signal and the unconstrained nature of rfMRI
data acquisition, researchers need to take cautions when analyzing the rfMRI FC and while
interpreting the results. A reasonable rfMRI analytic pipeline should include the following
elements.

7.1.1 Examination of reliability of the derived FC statistics
Reliability of rfMRI FC is a prerequisite for FC to be meaningfully utilized and would reflect the
trustworthiness of analyzing result across different acquisition equipments, processing steps,
datasets, or just multiple runs of data collected under the same scenarios. In the most fundamental
form of reliability evaluations, the test-retest reliability characterizes how stable the FC statistics
are for the same scanner, using the same set of subjects, undergoing the same set of processing
steps for data collected at different time points. Theoretically, before being brought into practical
use, any statistic should be examined for reliability. Because of the high cost of fMRI scanning,
reliability of FC statistics is typically not well investigated and understood, especially for the dFC
statistics which have recently gained momentum and become popular. Our study presented in
Chapter 5 demonstrates the need for careful test-retest reliability evaluations. Our result that the
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dFC statistic is less reliable than the sFC statistic is not very surprising given that the
characterization and interpretability of dFC statistics are much harder than sFC. Applying an
appropriate mathematical model which effectively characterizes some neural aspects of brain
function as well as reducing the effect of various sources of noises is still a challenging task. We
suggest that more endeavors need to be devoted to investigate the reliability of dFC statistics before
the research field can confidently associate dFC measures with biological or behavioral measures.

7.1.2 FC patterns across the brain
After having some knowledge about how reliable the derived FC statistics are, researchers should
probably investigate FC patterns or the distribution of FC statistics across the brain. Here, FC
statistics refer to sFC measure, dFC measure, sFC reliability measure, dFC reliability measure or
any other derived quantifications related to FC. While it is desirable to implement the FC pattern
analysis at the voxel level, the state-of-art studies mainly focus at the ROI level or at the brain
network level given the concerns of the signal noise, the computational requirement, and statistical
challenges. Putting all elements across the brain together, a big picture for distribution of the
investigated association is available. In this thesis, investigations of FC patterns include the gender
and age effects of FC in Chapter 3 and the sFC, dFC, sFC ICC, dFC ICC maps in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 3, the association between sFC statistic and biological subject measures is explored and
correlations of different significance levels are indicated. In Chapter 5, significant positive and
negative correlations between the whole brain FC patterns across those four maps are illustrated.
For each individual map, a pattern for the strength of the mean/variance of FC or reliability level
of the sFC/dFC is derived. Variation across brain systems or networks in the FC pattern helps
better understand brain functions and the different roles of the brain regions.
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7.1.3 Predictive modeling of individual subject measures by FC features
While previous two elements focus on the characterization of FC statistics themselves, the ultimate
objective of rfMRI FC analysis is to associate FC statistics with subject measures. Group level
studies aim to illustrate the difference in FC statistics between groups of subjects defined by a
subject measure (such as gender and pathological status). Even if the demonstrated group
differences of FC are statistically significant, they are not able to explain the individual difference
of subject measures. As an example, Figure 3.11 indicates that even for the sFC with the most
significant group differences, the histograms of the sFC values are largely overlapping between
males and females. This result clearly illustrates that it is impossible to distinguish the subjects’
gender based on the univariate FC features. Multivariate predictive modeling is indispensable to
explore the association between FC statistics and biological or behavioral measures at the
individual level. However, when implementing machine learning predictions using FC statistics
as predictors, certain pitfalls need to be avoided. One fundamental law the experiments need to
follow is to make the separation between training and test sets clear: subject information of the test
set should be completely unknown in the training step. Researchers need to pay attention to this
concern when regressing out covariates from predictors or standardizing FC features. Derivation
of group components in ICA and then generating individual FC features from individual ICA time
series is another scenario which violates this law. Splitting subjects into training and test sets also
requires caution. Selection of ‘k’ in the k-fold scheme is associated with a balance between having
more samples in the training set to increase the generalizability of the derived model and having
less samples in the training set to be able to demonstrate the variance across difference sets of
samples. In this thesis, five-fold or ten-fold cross validation is utilized. Given the limited number
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of subjects in rfMRI studies, it is harder for the training and test sets to have a uniform distribution.
Therefore, multiple trials regarding the way to split subjects are also recommended. In Chapter 6,
even a more conservative splitting is applied in which subjects from a same family are guaranteed
to not span over training and test sets.

Results of predictive modeling of individual biological/behavioral measures using FC statistics as
predictors are two-fold. First, it is statistically tested by permutation experiment that the individual
subject measures can be significantly predicted using FC features. This indicates that FC statistics
are clearly associated with individual difference in biological and behavioral characterizations.
The prediction performance depends on the subject measure, machine learning algorithm, FC
features utilized and etc. The significant improvement of prediction accuracy when adding dFC
features to the model demonstrates that including additional FC information would help better
understand the individual subject measures. Second, the predictive power of FC features is limited.
Across all the investigated subject measures, machine learning models and sets of FC features, the
highest correlation coefficient between observed and predicted measures is 0.43, meaning that
individual variance explained by the predictive model is less than 20%. This illustrates that the FC
features derived from rfMRI data could serve as an essential element in the advancement of
precision medicine. Combining with data from other sources and modalities, rfMRI FC may help
better understand the root of brain function for individual biological and behavioral difference.
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7.2 Future directions
With respect to future studies, we suggest explorations on the two following aspects.

7.2.1 Investigation of different FC models and statistics.
For both sFC and dFC, various FC models can be implemented and numerous FC statistics can be
derived. Currently, the Pearson correlation coefficient, which captures only the linear relationship
between ROI time series, is the widely applied statistic for sFC and for dFC further experiments
are required to identify the best statistic. A deeper understanding of the utilized model would
enhance the interpretation of the derived statistics and more advanced statistical measures will
certainly expand our knowledge about the brain function. Especially for dFC models which
explore the temporal variation of associations among rfMRI time series, certain established
methods in fields such as signal processing and econometrics would help better understand the
dynamics of brain networks. Besides the evaluation of test-retest reliability of the investigated FC
statistics, the validity (whether the derived measure reflects what we intend to measure) is another
important aspect we should care about (Dubois and Adolphs 2016). Investigation of different FC
models and statistics may be considered as part of the feature engineering step if the derived FC
statistics are to be used as features for predictive modeling. Characterization of different FC
statistics would enhance our understanding of the FC-behavior association and this in turn may
help construct more meaningful FC features. While results presented in Chapter 6 show that
although the correlation between the actual and predicted biological/behavioral measure is
statistically significant, the accuracy of the predictions is not very high. We suggest constructing
predictors using multiple imaging modalities given that features derived from different modalities
may be complementary and may improve the prediction accuracy.
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7.2.2 Experiments to investigate the robustness of rfMRI findings
As rfMRI captures spontaneous neural activations, the robustness of rfMRI findings needs to be
carefully examined. First, the number of subjects in previous rfMRI analyses was usually small
(N<100). Therefore, the generalizability of previous findings is not well established. As large
datasets with newer MRI hardware and optimized data acquisition schemes are more easily
available, we suggest that the previously significant findings should be repeated on large datasets
such as the HCP dataset. Second, variation of FC analyzing steps and its effect on the findings
should be explored. Important elements to be examined may include the preprocessing scheme,
the brain atlas, the FC model, the FC model parameter, denoising scheme, predictive model etc.
Only after investigating the robustness of findings from FC analyses across the above-mentioned
variations can we recognize the validity of the findings. Detailed studies of this nature will pave
the way towards clinical applications of FC findings.
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